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ACCEPT THE'.TRUTH WHEREVER FOtSl».

She is always considerate. 1 fear I my the bouse. Her father opened her door
self should not hffve been so generous. I softly and tiptoed into the room.
“ I have staid np to take breakfast
not of a generous nature. But, then”
P ra c tisin g P h y sician ,
C o n tra c to r a n d B uilder, am
with yon,” she hastened to explain. ■
—the
thought
seemed
just
to
occur
to
TRAPPE, Pa. Office at his residence, nearly
“ In a ball gown, ” he said.
her—“ I suppose Mr. Kendall stood
TRAPPE, PA.
•
opposite Masonic Hall.
“ After or before 6 o’clock it is cor
Contracts for all kinds of buildings executed. ready to bring her. I think he is in love
rect, ’’ she told him gayly.
with
her.
Don’t
yon?”
jy jr Y . W E B E R , M. O .,
Estimates cheerfully furnished.
9jan.
“ Stanley will be here;” he said.
1 She turned her head and looked into
“ For breakfast?”
his eyes with a vague sort of specula
P ra c tisin g P h y sician ,
“ Yes. I sent Moriarty down to his
tion. They might have been disenssing
T P* BOONS,
EVANSBURG-, Pà. Office Hours : Until 9
an interesting but impersonal question. quarters to ask him just now. It is half
a. m.y Z to 9 p.j m.
“ It would not surprise me.” He was past 4. We will be-ready in ten min
P ra c tic a l S la te r.
utes.”
too obviously cool.
g a. k r i s i ;\, n . d .,
RAHN STATION, PA. Dealer in every qual
“ I hope so, because she deserves to
He went out, and the girl looked
ity of Roofing, Flagging, and Ornamental
be happy, and I think she cares more again into the darkness, which grew
• Slates. Send for estimates and prices.
H o m e o p a th ic P h y sician ,
thicker before the dawn. “ Mere
than a little for him.” “ What makes you think that?” friends I” Well, she would meet him as
UOLLEGEVIL l E, Pa. Office Houre: Until 9
L.
IifrGAN,
a. m.; d to 8 p, m.
Stanley asked, with exceeding careless a mere friend. She would have it to do
•
Mont Glare, Pa.
often enough in the dull future. It
ness.
“ A great many little things which a might be best to begin at once.
B. HORNING, M. D.,
Dealer in Stoves, Eeaters, Ranges, Ete.
man would never take into account,
The tinkling of a silver bell came to
Particular attention given to
but which a girl knows from her Qwn her, sounding weirdly through the
P ra c tisin g P h ÿ siçian ,
SLATE ROOFING AND PLUMBING.
experience” —the impersonal eyes grew night, and out of that night emerged '
EyANSHURfl-, Pa* 4*^/ Telephone in office.
Bids furnished.
Keystone ?Phone No. 89. very personal for one short instant, then another figure.' It ran up the steps, ahd
’• Office Hours Until 9 a. in.
dropped in confusion—“ or from her the front door opened and closed. • She
own observation. Have you seen it ? I drew the cape around her shoulders and
jQR. B. F. PEACE,
JJORACE G. FETTEROEF,
think yon will if yon watch. It is either groped her way ont of her room, through
that or a desperate flirtation-. But I be the hallway, down the stairs. A candle
D e n tist,
lieve Mauricia to be ' above flirting. I was Ihurning in the lower halL She
have never thought that she deliberate- . went on into the dining room. A quar
'C O B . MAIN AND De KALB STREETS
ly went about breaking Will Hender termaster’s lamp'sent out the uncertain
' - NOBBisTQWN;, ¡PA
Rooms.303 and 305. - * Entrance, Main Street,. 1420 Chestnut Street, Phi la., Pa. son’s heart or Lieutenant Cook’s. Any light that a lamp always gives in the
Keystone Telephone, No. T5,'
Take Elevator.
man would naturally fall in love with eafly morning. Her mother was pour
Good first mortgages on improved Phila her. I should- if I were a man. I won ing the coffee. Her father and his first
properties for sale in amounts from
0 h e a p and Reliable Dentistrjv delphia
$1500 to $10,000 at 5 per cent. Also a few der that you can see so much of her and lieutenant wer# already seated. The
6 per .cent, gold ground rents. Title and remain simply h e r. friend. Your heart lieutenant rose.
Fire Insurance policies free of cost. '
must be of stern stuff. ” She checked a
“ Good morning again,” he said
sigh and resumed her gaze at the stars. cheerfully. He was too much filled with
Then, as if* following out a train of the excitement of , the occasion now to
269 SWEDE ST., NORRISTOWN, PA.
ROBERT OEHLERT,
thought, she recommenced: “ That in . remember-his-injuries. “ You reproach
In active practice. 20 ;fear£ The only place
.itself is proof that she is not a flirt. our garments with the splendor of yonr
where Pure Laughing Gas is made .a specialty
She has nqver flirted with yon. Of attire, bnt onr mission is to march op
Carriage Builder.
for the P ainless;extraction.of-teeth ; 38^000 gal
lons administered the past 6 years. Beautiful
course, though* it may he that she has to victory and not to be beautiful. We
Artificial Teeth inserted; '^Charges Reasonable*
New and Second-hand Wagons constantly on
can only hope you will excuse us.”
English or German Language spoken.
hand. Repaintingand Repairing done, in all its been engrossed with Mr, Kendall. ”
Neither view was comforting to
branches. Four new horse shoes put on for $1.
“ Certainly, and, I will even be so
^
ROYERSFORD, PA. ' Stanley. The little things which Miss gracious as to wish that the contrast
R. S . D. CORK1MH,
Collier had insinuated began to rednr may prove a seasoning to your bacon.”
to him. They were very small things,
There was a roaring fire in the great
D EN TIST,
indeed, so he enlarged them, since love, fireplace, and she threw back the cape
'C0LLEGEVTLLE, PA.
when It may not be as happy as it from her shoulders. Her neck and arms
First-eflass;iWòrìc^^nship G u a ra n te e d ; P ain 
would like, prefers to be as miserable shone white, and the lights glittered on
less- E x tra c tio n ; ib ic e s Reasonable, v..
as it may.
her hair. - From the crown of her head,
Miss Collier’s gaze was not so fixed with its wilted flower, to the torn ruffle
K. FKAMi BRANDRETH,
upon the stars that she conld not see of her skirt she whs in sad disarray.
J u st so e v il in the blood into
the hallway. She watched it, and Bnt Stanley thought her very beautiful,
(Successor to Drt Obas,1Ryckman,)
comes ou t in shape o f scrof she watched Stanley, and almost imme and memory came suddenly back to
D E N T IST ,
diately she was rewarded. She saw Miss
ula, pim ples, etc., in children Meredith and Lieutenant Kendall com him.
ROYERSFORD, PA.' Practical Dentistry at
They talked gayly, for all that they
honest prices.
.
. and young people.
Taken in ing down the corridor, and she saw that were quite unhappy. Then Moriarty,
Stanley did not see. She turned and
striker, reported that the jirst ser
tim e it can be eradicated by faced the latter and canght his hands the
J l G. HOBSON,
geant was at the door and would like
using H ood's Sarsaparilla. in hers and leaned toward him. The to see the captain. The captain went
soft voice had never been more sympa ont, and his wife followed him.
A tto rn e y -a t- L a w ,
In older people, the afterm ath thetic, more low. “But perhaps,” it
“ Mauricia will take care of you,”
NoSfelSTOWN and COLLEOJpVII:L.E.
murmured, “ I have only just thought she said to Stanley. She had many
o
f
irregular
livin
g
sh
ow
s
it
All legal business attended to promptly. Fintof it when yon were so silent. Perhaps things' to attend to.
dass Stock Fire Insurance Companies repre
s e lf in bilious conditions, a I am hurting you. Are you a mere
sented. At home, Collegeville, bvery evening.
And then a silence that would not be
or do you love her too?”
broken came npon the twe Stanley
heavy head, a- fou l mouth, friend,
Woman cannot play at chess, they racked his brains for a sentence. Miss
U P W A R D E . LONG,
Say, because she cannot plan her moves Meredith sought vainly itor words.
a. general bad feeling.
It is the blood, the impure blood, or determine those of her opponent far Stanley looked across the table at the
A tto rn e y -a t-L a w ,
friends,
wjiich is the real cause. Purify enough in advance. It is not the case pretty, disordered bead. Miss Meredith
and Notary PuBLiq. Settlement of Estates a
when men are her pawns. She works studied the light effects on his brass
Specialty.
■
a
that with Hood’s Sarsaparilla and on
the supposition that fate will not buttons and shoulder straps and the
O f f ic e : Corner Swede ana Airy Streets,
<opp. Court -House. R e s id e n c e : North Corner happiness will reign in your family.
play
into her hands, bnt if it chooses so
Marshall & Stanbridge Streets, 'NORRIS
B lood P o is o n —“ I lived in a bed of fire to do it is all the better, and fate noto knot of the handkerchief that stood
TOWN, PA. • him in lien of a collar. Then she affect
for years owing to blood poisoning that fol riously favors the fair.
ed to yawn. And still no words would
lowed small pox. It broke oat all over my
Miss Meredith’s approach could not come. Speech and consecutive thought
jy jA Y Y E R . L O N G S T R E T H ,
body, itching intensely. Tried doctors and have been better timed. Stanley was
hospitals in vain. I tried Hood’s Sarsapa worked to the requisite pitch of annoy were not.
And still the lieutenant watched the
A tto rn e y -a t-L a w ,
rilla. It helped. I kept at It and was en ance with her and himself. He was also
sweet, tired face until—the shadowed
And Notary Public. ::: No. 712 Crozer Build tirely cured. I could go on the housetops
and shout about it.” Mas. J. T. W illiams, irritated against Miss Collier for caus eyes turned and looked out of the win
ing, 1420 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.
Carbondale, Pa.
-Long Distance Telephone. House Np. 6928.ing his suspicions, even though they dow. A shutter was open, and Miss
S c ro fu la S o r e s - “ My baby at two might be just. So he answered as she Meredith saw that the darkness was
Also member of the Montgomery County Bar.
months had scrofula sores on cheek and
passing, that the light and the .dawn
arm. Local applications and .physicians’ had planned.
T JA R Y E Y lu S H 0 9 I0 ,
medicine did little or no good. Hood’s Sar
“ I am not so fortunate as to have were near. One faint bugle note trem
saparilla cured him permanently. He Is any right to love her.” His voice raised bled on the gray air. The trumpeter
now four, with smooth fair skin.” Mrs.
itself in exasperation at having to ad was about to sound first call. And then
A tto rn e y -a t-L a w ,
S. S. W boten. Farmington Del.
mit it. “ Miss Meredith and I are more the call pealed ont, and .the light in
No. 225 MAIN STREET, ROYERSFORD, PA.
creased, and the last star died slowly
friends.”
All legal business promptly attended to. Notary Public. U. S. claims*
Miss Collier drew away her hands. away.
4-11
The lieutenant pnshed back his chair
The lieutenafit-looked np, and then he
knew that Miss Meredith was standing and rose and we'ntf toward her. Miss
Meredith sprang to her feet and backed
1 F O R G E IV. C O R K O V ,
on the steps above, f
Hood’s P illa cure llyjgr ills ; th e n on-irritating and
The soft voice picked np an imagi against the wall. Bnt Stanley had no
^ n l y c a th a rtic ! to $afcé ; w ith Hood’s Sarsap arilla.
A tto rn e y -a t-L a w ,
nary conversation in .the middle and mind to let her rest against anything
TIME8 BUILDltfG, NORRISTOWN, PA
went on with it, but Stanley lost his so hard and unfeeling. Nor did he mean
head. He said thart he had something to that she should keep her eyes npon the
All legal business promptly attended to.
A MOM ENTS PAUSfi.
attend „to at the barracks, and would floor. He turned her face up to his, and
by the light that was quickly coming
ui moment's pa asp for; longing and for dream Miss Collier excuse him ?
JOHN T. WAGXEIl,
ing,
“ Mere friends I” .Mauricia said to he saw all that he had been so long
A moment’s looking backward on the way;
hoping to-see. Yet Mauricia conld not
To kiss my liand to long past turrets gleaming, herself over and over. “ We are mere resist reminding him as she. tried faint
A tto rn e y -a t-L a w ,
friends.”
“
Mere
friends
I”
she
Used
as
*. To stand and think df life of yesterday 1
•- E. A IR Y S T R E E T . N O R R IST O W N , T A .
the watchword to pass the gates of flir ly to free herself, “ But we are ‘mere
friends,’ you know.”
little, time to dream of sunlit hours
All legal business attended to with prompt ASpent
where white towers rise against the tation, and for the rest of the evening
ness and accuracy.^ Consultations in English or
The light broke in, too, npon Stan
she
made
Kendall
happy
and
Stanley
sky;
German.
To tread again that path of too sweet flowers, % wretched, and herself—well, she was ley’s mind.
Can be seen evenings at Ironbrldge.
5jan.
.“ So that is it, is it?” was all the ex
To hear again her. greeting and goodby I
intoxicated with the wine of retaliation
planation of the luckless words that he
and
was
radiant.
What
is
there,
say
you,
in
that
faroff
city
J 91. ZI9I9IER91ABÎ,
Of my past living and past loving left,
“ I will go home with Mr. Kendall ifs ever gave or that was ever asked. “ Well,
Wrapped in .its golden haze, to stir my pity • yon "want to pack yonr field kit or to supposing yon mak§ ns more than
And call the bitter sigh of the bereft?
■that,” he suggested.
Ju s tic e o f th e P e a c e ,
get a little sleep,” she told the latter.
*
*
*
*
*
* _ *
COLLEGE VILLE, PA. Légal Papers, Bonds, The memory of a touch warm, trusting, cling
Stanley determined not to desert his
Deeds, &c., executed and acknowledgement*
ing,
A
girl
who
is
watching
her
father
post.
He
would
do
his
duty
to
the
end
taken. Conveyancing and Real Estate bust
The memory of that touch grown cold as ice?
and- two troops ride off at reveille to a
ness generally attended to. The clerking <*! A voice hushed that was pure as wild bird's —this once and never more.
sales a specialty.
-'
p ■
“ My kit is packed, and I do not ex scout which is likely to last all the
singing?
A love whose bright flame burned in sacri pect to sleep tonight. So, unless it is spring ought not to look radiant. Nei
fice?
JOBS S. HENSKHER,
yonr wish to dismiss me, I shall re ther should a girl with ordinary good
sense stand bare necked and bare armed
main.” He was aggiessively civil.
Only a grave? Life of-today will teach me
Its stream fleets fast for sorrow and’regret,
Ju stic e o f th e P e a c e ,
“ Certainly, i{ you like,” Miss Mere and bareheaded in the cold air of sun
Beyond this turn its sweeping wave will reach
dith said, “ but I mean to stay until rise before the astonished view of sev
KAHN STjATJON; PA. Conveyancer and
me;
General Business Agent. Clerking of sales at
the end. I have the dance before the eral scores of troopers.
I must go with it, as we all go! Yet-*tended to. Charges reasonable.
Mrs. Meredith checked her own in
last with Mr. Kendall, and I can’t miss
A moment’s pause for longing and for dream
it.” Stanley assured her that it Was clination to weep—which. 20 years of
ing, ,
immaterial to him if she chose to re beholding the outgoings and incomings
A moment's looking backward on the w ay;
T> W. WEIKEL,
To kiss my hand to long past turrets gleaming, main until day break ; that be was en of icouts ‘had not mastered—and be
To stand and think of life of yesterday! •
thought herself of her daughter. She
tirely at her service.
Ju stic e of th e P e a c e ,
0
-r-L. Marion Jenks in Donahoe’s.
But Miss, MeretRth did not remain laid-her hand oh one of the. cold arms.
TRAPPE, PA.
“ Mauricia, .h#1^ can you be so‘im
until daylight. At 2 o’clock she went
* Conveyancer-and General Business' Agent.;
Legal Papers, ’ Deeds, etc., carefully drawn: BARE BF.FOKE DAWN. home and sat in her room at the win prudent* and, ” shtf looked at the beam
Claims collected. Sales clerked. Moderate
dow looking out. into the night: There ing face, “ how can you look so happy?”
charges. *
' *:
20jan.
Mauricia’s answer was not wiser than
was not a sound in all the world. !The
> Miss Collier looked up into the lieu monntains rosgj deeper shadows against might have been expected. “ I t’s such
tenant’s face as he stood before her and the shadowy sky. The stars twinkled a beautiful dawn* and it was so dark, ”
.
^
t ^ B W A R I) D 4 Y I1 ),
asked, “ Shall we dance or Sit it out?’’ and glittered above the silent garrison. she explained.—Denver Republican.
Id
^Fainter and
Stanley said, “ Your pleasure is mine,” She could, se&quite plainly the barracks
P a p e r-H a n g e r,
and, guessing what her pleasure was, across the parade ground, and there
COLLEGEVIt/LE, PA^ *S" Satnplesofpapej he added, “ Will we go on the steps or was not a light hi any'window. Even
T h e W o o d c h u c k 's N am e.
( always oil liand.
in
the
quarters
of
her
father’s
troop
Woodchucks
are familiar creatures on
stay here ?”,. :
there was no sign that the men Were to every farm in New England, and they
Shiyose, and they went out into the ' be
marching at daybreak, and still from
extended their settlements beyond
►ASSENGERS
warm spring night. “ I knew yon did the silence rang in her ears as they had have
the Mississippi, One of their most no
not want to. dance, ” said Miss Collier.
rung in the music’s strains the bitter ticeable traits is the throwing up. of
And B ag g ag e
For reasoffs best known to himself woiyls, “ Mere friends,.” and still before large piles of dirt in front of their bur
Conveyed to and from CoUegeville S tation.. Stanley was in >no gracious mood. He her eyes rose the picture of those two rows. A cw ^i^S to the author of “ Fa
O hacges'rea 8 onablo.
,
answered uncivilly enough, “ B ut'per as she had seen them when she had gone miliar Life In Field and Forest,” it is
U E N B V fÓ S T .-p o lleg ev llle, F a.
ont upon the steps. She bowed her head from this practice that the*woodchuck
haps I did."
on her bare arms to shut it out, and for got his name.
“
Then,”
with
the
softest
inflection
of
jQ A N I E U S H U L E R ,
, ,
In olden timefr-'-probably in the time
her soft voice, “ I am more interested in a long, long while, she did not move.
When she looked up again, the bar of JEsop—the lower, animals used to
yonr
welfare
than
yon
are
yourself.
If
C o n tra c to r a n d Builder,.
racks w?Ve gone and the. black pile of live in one happy country with a judge
you are to start at reveille, you should the mountains was not to be seen. Over over them —the dog. One day a rabbit,
TRAPPE, PA. Contracts for the construction*
of all kinds of buildings execute^’ Estimates rest now. Indeed yon should really not all the land was the darkness Which whose burrow adjoined that of a mar
cheerfully furnished.
23ma.
have come tonight,”
comes before dawn, and in her heart ‘ mot, complaihed to the latter that the
• She knew why he had come. She was a hopelessness as blank. How dark, little rabbits’ eyes were continually fill
knew that it waa because Mauricia how inky the night had grown I It mnst ed. with the dirt which he threw opt of
J . T R U C K SE SS ,
— TJSACHEft OF—
Meredith had told him that if be were be very late. She was cold, bnt she was his burrow.
M
going to be too busy to take her she
The marmot paid no heed to this re
VOCAL and INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC, ■ would release jjim and go with Mr. not tired. She would wait now until
morning. In a little time the house monstrance, and the rabbit was com
PROVIDENCE SQ.IJAKE, FA. Organs tuned Kendall, which'was tantamount to com would he astir. She must breakfast pelled to appeal to the judge. His honor
- and repaired.,
14aply
pulsion. Stanley now Contrasted her in wjth her father. She put a heavy cape immediately sent word to the offender
difference with Miss Collier’s gentle, about her shoulders and went back to that greater care must be taken in the
solicitous tones. Of a sudden he won the window. By and by she heard some future. But the insolent marmot, noto
JOHN H. CASSELBERRY,
dered if MisS Meredith were selfish, one moving. A match was struck in the rious for his incivility and indifference,
which was what Miss Collier meant next room and a ray of light shone replied to the messenger that he “ would
S u rv e y o r & C o n v e y an c er. him
%to wonder. A still, smooth voice through the blinds. There were heavy chuck” his dirt just where he pleased!
All kinds of legal papers drawn. The clerk often flows -fever unsuspected depths.
footsteps that tried to fall softly npon
That settled, it. The dog has been
ing of sales a specialty. Charges reasonable.
P. Q. Address; Lower Providence, Pa* Resi .-.“ But, of course,” continued she, gaz the stairs. Every one fancied her asleep, hunting for the gross offender ever
dence : Evansburg, Pa
18oc.
ing off into the bine black sky and seem no doubt. A man came ont from the since, and the name “ woodchuck” .has
ing, to meditate aloud, hardly even front door and went down the line. She stuck to the Whole tribe of marmots.
alond, “ you had to bring Mauricia.”
conld just see the black figure in the
UNDAY PAPERS.
Different Philadelphia papers delivered
Stanley was up in armg. “ I beg your blackness for a moment^then it was
R e a d e 's D r a m a tic F a ilu r e s .
to those wishing to purchase in Collegeville and pardon. It was my wish to do so. Miss lost, and she only heard the echo of a
It was not until 1856, when. Charles
Trappe every Sunday morning.
Meredith offered to excuse me.”
HENRY YOST, News Agent,
quick tramp on the board walk. By and Reade was 42, that he obtained reputa
vr
Collogovlllop P a.
_ “I M ske ? But, of coarse abfl-didl py the man came back agaiaand into tion as a novelist, a ranutation to which
J
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W . W A LTER S,
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» Real Estate and Mortgages,

Dr, N, S, Borneman,

D

E vil Dispositions
A re Early Shown.

D
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DARE TO MAINTAIN THE TRUTH.
he did not aspire, for I t was his ambi
tion to be a dramatist From the be
ginning of his career until the last year
of his life he wrote play after play,
every one of them a failure and he
alone refusing to believe it.
He attributed their want of success
to every cause but the right one, and
he went on squandering the money
gained from his more successful novels
on the production of bad plays. “ The
actors are duffers, sir,” he would say,
“ who have defiled my composition,
mixed ditch water with.my champagne,
murdered my work,” and he would
pour out maledictions on the heads of
all who had anything to do with the
unfortunate piece, from scenic artist to
snper, never conceiving that 'he him
self was the sole culprit. And yet, as
his novels show, he had dramatic abili
ty of a high order and conld produce
thè most thrilling effects and situa
tions. He wrote two or three dramas
in collaboration with Tom Taylor and
Dion Boucicault that had a brief suc
cess, bnt apart from these he never
wrote a play that met with the slight
est degree of popular favor.—Chicago
Post.
__;_________ .
In Som e o f ’t h e n .

Farmer Haycroft discovered when it
was too late that his favqrite cow had
pulled his vest down from the barnyard
fence and eaten off a portion contain
ing a pocket and a good «ized roll of
bills“ You needn’t tell me,” he observed
sardonically, “ that there Isn’t any
money in cattle. ’’—Chicago Tribuna
A d v ic e .

Hicks—Here! Take this 2 centa
Wicks—What for?
Hicks—Take it, I say. There I Now
go buy yourself a better cigar than that
you’re smoking.—Somerville Journal.

AN ODD AFFAIR IN BANKING.
A S in g u la r T r a n s a c tio n W h ic h W i l l
P r o b a b ly N ev er B e E x p la in e d .

“ There isn’t a great deal of romance
in my business, ” remarked a prominent
Chicago banker, “ bnt now and then
something turns up out of the ordinary.
I recall an instance which is as yet not
explained and will never be, I fancy,
as the chief actor in it was killed some
time ago in a railway accident. I never
knew the man personally, but he was a
depositor in our bank, whose account
was a personal one to the extent of
$10,000. He carried that much as a
rnle, and the few checks that he made
against it never indicated what his
business was. He was about 60 years of
age, and very rarely came to the bank.
Naturally I never gave him a thought,
for $10,000 is not a large deposit in
Chicago, and beyond his deposit I had
no interest in him.
“ It happened therefore that when one
day I received a personal letter from
onr depositor I was a bit surprised, and
was still more so when I had read it. I
do not recall the exact wording, but it
was to the effect that within a day or
two a woman would present a check
drawn by him for $5,000, and that as
she was unknown he wished me to see
that she received' the money without
trouble, and that she would bring with
her a means of identification in the
person of a little girl, who would an
swer correctly the question I- must ask
her, as directed in his lettqr, with the
answers as he gave theip.
“ These questions were simple enough,
being only the child’s full name, her
age to the month, where bom, the full
name of her mother and her father and
of a little brother who was dead. Five
thousand dollars was a good deal of
money to let go on that kind of evi
dence, bnt that was all I had, and the
depositor was in California, so that I
conld not see him personally.
“ The next day the paying teller came
to me with his eyes bulging, saying
that abont as hard a looking case of
beggar woman as he had ever seen was
at his window with a check drawn to
the order of Mrs. Blank by Mr. ----- . I
sent for her to come into my private
office, which she did, bringing a little
girl with her who was no less a picture
of abject poverty than the mother.
“ All she could say was that she had
received the check by mail from a man
whose name was not familiar to her,
with instructions to present it at the
bank and the money would he paid to
her if she would take her little girl with
her. I asked the child the questions I
had been requested to ask, and she an
swered correctly each one, which re
lieved me of further responsibility, and
I ordered the check to be cashed.
“ The woman did not seem to be great
ly overcome by her good fortune, and
went back to the paying teller’s win
dow- She asked for the money in $50
bills and, wrapping it up in an old
newspaper, went ont of the bank with
out a word to anybody.
“ She was no longer at the address she
gave when I sent a messenger there to
make inquiries, and her benefactor I
never saw again, for'he met his death
on his way east from California." —Chi
cago Tribnna
T h e B o t tle a n d t h e N e M u e .

A form of ocean drift of ; special hu
man interest is the ^bottle bearing its
message from the shipwrecked or about
to be shipwrecked mariner, and of these
perhaps the most remarakble is that
which told of the bnrning of the Kent
in midocean. The ship was on fire ;’the
end was approaching ; there seemed no
hope, of rescue. An officer on board
wrote a message to this effect and com
mitted it to the sea in a bottle. Some
months afterward'the bottle was picked
np near the shore by a fisherman, and
the message it contained was sent to
the very man who wrote it. He had
been rescued at the last moment and
soon after received promotion in India.
Bnt the bottle thrown overboard has
also been used in the scientific study of
ocean currents. Many such bottles have
had remarkable voyages and greatly in
creased our knowledge of the move
ments of the océan. Sir James Ross, in
his famous antarctic voyage, threw
overboard a number of bottles in lati
tude 54 degrees south to learu some
thing of the great currents which run
in that little known region in an east
erly direction a]l round the globe. One
of these bottles actually traversed the
greater part of the earth’s circumfer
ence, having come ashore off Cape Liptrap, in South Australia.—Gentleman’s
Magazine.

§§§§
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for tickets, despite the fact that the
prices were raised. It was therefore de
cided that the students of the Conservatorinm must waive their usual right to
free admission to these concerts. But
the students objected with vigor. They
were as anxious as anybody to hear the
“ Swedish Nightingale. ”
A protest was made and ypnng Otto
Goldschmidt, aged 16, was the. student
deputed by the others to interview the
authorities. In the end he won the day.
He little thought then that in half a
dozen years he would be equally suc
cessful in winning the singer herself.
L iftin g Pow er.

The lifting power of a youth of 17 is
280 pounds; in his twentieth year this
increases to 820 pounds, and in the
thirtieth and thirty-first years it reaches
its height, 865 pounds. By the fortieth
year he has decreased eight pounds, and
this diminution continues at a slightly
increasing rate until the fiftieth year is
reached, when the figure is 880 pounds.
Som e O ilie r M a la d y .

“ I have dyspepsia, but you never
hear me growl about it. ”
“ Never growl abont it? Well, then,
you haven’t got it.” —Chicago Record.

THE PAINTING HABIT.
SHUN TH E CRAZE IF YOU ARE
ALREADY A VICTIM.

1.00
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T h l i S to r y o f One U n fo r tu n a te D u p e's
L ife S h o w s to W h a t a n U n tam ed
T h ir s t F o r P a in t M a y Bring? th e
M ost R e s p e c ta b le o f M en.

Of all the vices to which the head of
a family can be addicted the paint craze
is probably the most devastating in its
effect npon the mind, clothing and
purse.
Unlike drunkenness and playing on
brass, instruments, it is a vice which
can be practiced without publicity, and
this is doubtless one reason why it is so
awfully prevalent.
'there seems to be something wonder
fully fascinating in the private paint
brush and the cans of prepared paint
that are extensively advertised as com
bining the twofold mission of preserv
ing and beautifying objects upon which
applied.
The man who has once allowed him
self to paint the kitchen chairs or the
dog kennel takes a step which he can
rarely retrace, His thirst, for paint
grows with indnlgence, and he soon
-comes to feel wretched unless he has a
brush in his hand.
Among private painters there exists a
strange and morbid unwillingness to al
low a particle of paint to be wasted.
The man who buys a pound can of bine
paint with which to paint a table, and
finds that after the work is done he has
a quarter of a pound of paint left, in- ,
stantly tries to find some other article
of furniture on which to use it. .
Thus he is constantly led on from one
article Qf furniture to another and re
duces himself to poverty, madness and
despair.
The story of a man who was once a
respectable and worthy ratepayer of an
adjoining municipality presents a fear
ful illustration of the misery caused by
private painting. The man in question
was induced by an indiscreet friend to#
buy a pound of red paint with which to
paint a small dog kennel. Without re
flecting upon the danger to which every
one exposes himself who takes the un
hallowed brush in his hand, this man
painted the dog kennel, and with the
quarter of a pound that was left under
took to paint the bathtub, in order, as
he told himself, that the paint should
not be wasted.
He fonnd that when the bathtub was
not more than half painted his snpply
of paint was exhausted, and he there
fore bought another can. With this he
finished the hathtnb and had this time
three-quarters of a pound left.
It was, of course, impossible for him
to allow so much paint to be wasted,
and accordingly he began to paint the
six kitchen chairs. There w a i enough
paint for five chairs only, and the
wretched man saw that he could not
help buying a third pound, nearly all of
which was left after the sixth chair was
finished.
With hungry eyes and excited air he
now roamed through the house seeking
what he might paint, and finally de
cided to paint the woodwork of his
study. Two additional pounds were
used before the woodwork was finished,
bnt he fonnd that in his anxiety to
finish the work without buying a sixth
can of red paint he had laid on the
paint so lightly in some places that the
resnlt dissatisfied him.
As a remedy he resolved to run a nar
row bar of black paint around each
panel, and therefore bought a pound of
the best prepared ivory black. Not more
than half of it had been used when the
work was finished, and it became neces-*
sary to find something on which to use
the remainder.
The unhappy man now realized when
it was too late to Bave himself that he
was a confirmed painter and that he
had not sufficient strength of will to
cast the accursed paint brush from him
no matter if he did thereby waste near
ly a pound of ivory black. He pnrsned
his downward course with great rapid
ity. Heedless of the tears of his wife
and the entreaties of his daughters, he
painted everything in the house on
which a paint brush conld be laid.
His wife and daughters conld not go
into the street Without showing by their
involuntary patches of black paint that
the head of their hpnse was a private
painter. His money gradually found its
way into the pocket of the storekeeper
who sold’ the paint, and his health
eventually gave way under the influ
ence of painter’s colic.—Montreal Ga
zette.
P la h ln K F o x - A n c lio r* .

One of the que6r occupations of man
kind is that of dragging for lost anchors.
It is carried on in bays and rivers, and
even in the open sea along the coast.
Several sloops and schooners are engaged^almost exclusively in this pursuit.
TlTe imnters are as familiar with the
ground where anchors are to be fonnd
as fishermen are with the favorite
haunts of the living inhabitants of the
sea.
The matter of fishing for lost anchors
is most simple. A chain is let down in
a loop long enough to drag along the
bottom, and the vessel goes on her way,
with all hands on board alert fora bite,'
- J e n n y L in d a n d G o ld sc h m id t.
and a bite usually ends in a catch.
When Jenny Lind first sang in LeipThe recovered■«nchors are generally
sio, she appeared at a Gwandhans con sold again at a price of abont 5 cents a
cert, under Mendelssohn’s direction.” pound, which is a penny under the
Naturally there was a great demand mwtot gasfiJMLJifi’g. aacfagia,, Abiit

anenor win weign e.uou pounds, so
T h e P h en om enon o f W a lk in g .
that the fishermen make $250 out of it. •
At a small party the other evening
More often, however, the anchors fished those present were asked to name the
np weigh from 1,000 tp 2,000 pounds.
most common and at the same time* the
most complicated action in the human
A C a r io u s F i .l t .
There is a fish with four eyes along phenomena. Various answers were
the sandy shores of tropical American given, showing all degrees of observa
and thought. Not one, however,
seas. It is the anableps and is unique tion
among vertebrates on account of the hit npon the answer that the questioner
division of the cornia into upper and had in mind, which was walking;
action is more common, and yet
lower halves by a dark horizontal stripe What
and the development of two pnpils to how difficult, of analysis! How many
each orbit. One pair of these appears persons outside of some special courses
to be looking upward, tpe other side- In physics at the1 universities can ex
plain the phenomenon ? Let somebody
wise.
try.
“ Walking,” once said Dr. Holmes,
W lia t ’ « l a a N am e?
“is a perpetual falling, with a perpetual
' In an article on Indian names Mr. self recovery.' It is a most complex, vio
Frank Terry comments on the odd effect lent and perilous operation, which we
produced by giving rein to this fancy divest of its extreme danger only by
for distinguished appellations in the re continual practice from a very early
naming* of Indians. Often their native period of lifa We find how complex it
names are unpronounceable and the is when we attempt to analyze i t We
translations longhand not in accordance learn how violent it is when we walk
with our ideas of what is pleasing. So, against a poet or a door in the dark.
instead of simply turning Bear-Sits- We discover how dangerous it is when
Down or Mule-Kicks-Up or Jumping we slip or trip and coma down, perhaps
Rabbit into English, the Indian is re breaking or dislocating onr limbs, or
named entirely, and is given the first overlook the last step of a flight of
famous name that comes to mind.
stairs and discover with what headlong
“ William Penn, Fitz-Hugh Lee, Da violence we have been hurling our
vid B. Hill and William Shakespeare/' selves forward. ”
Says Mr. Terry, “ are policemen at the
All this is very true, as we all know
Shoshone agency, Wyoming. Only a to our sorrow; still the genial Autocrat
short while ago it was reported that on has not explained the phenomenoq. —
an Indian reservation in New Mexico New York Times.
William Breckinridge arrested John G.
F r o n t B a d to W orse«
Carlisle for being drank and .disorder
Several ladies and gentlemen were
ly
“ It would no doubt surprise the read riding down town in a cable car.' They
er of this should I say that I have were mostly strangers to one another,
seen George Washington, John Quincy bnt the conversation became general
Adams, > Franklin Pierce, Rip Van
One of the ladies had been at the
Winkle, Allen G. Thurman and Hilary opera the night before' and was loud in
Herbert engaged together in a game of her expressions of disapproval
shinney. Yet this interesting spectacle I
“ Worse than a ll" she went on,
have gazed upon, and I have been the “that Mme. Schroeder is much too old
enforced witness to a severe’ spanking for her p art Her singing is becoming
administered to James G. Blaine. ”— nnbearabla Don’t yon think so, too?”
Youth’s Companion.
she asked, turning to the gentleman
next to her.
L iz a r d s T h a t G ro w N ew E y e s .
“ Wouldn’t you rather tell this to
The tnatara lizard of New Zealand is Mme. Schroeder herself? She is sitting
said to be one of the most ancient forms beside yon, ” he replied coldly.
After the general silence which fol
of animal life now existing. It original
ly possessed four eyes, but now has to lowed the remark, the critical lady
be contented with bnt two. It lays eggs, turned to the singer with many con
and these take no less than 18 months fused apologies.
“ It is that horrid critic Schmieder
to hatch ont the embryos passing the
who has influenced my judgment con
winter in a state of hibernation.
These remarkable animals are fonnd cerning yonr singing. I believe it is he
only in one or two places in the colony, who is always writing against you.
and they are rapidly becoming scarce, He mnst be a most disagreeable and
as collectors from every part of t^e pedantic person. ”
“ Had yon not better tell all this to
world are continually on their track.
They are abont 18 inches in length, and, Mr. Schmieder himself?” calmly in
like many of the lizards, are said to quired Mma Schroeder.- “He is sitting
have the characteristic of being able to next to m a ’’—New York World.
replace portions of their limbs, eta,
On L an d in g: T ro o p s.
which have been destroyed. One owned
In landing a force on a hostile shore
by Mr. Garl Hanser of Awanni bad the
misfortune to lose an eye some time ago, a great deal more has to pe provided
and now a complete new eye, as perfect than the vessels to carry it. There are
as the undamaged one, has grown in people who discuss an invasion, and
who seem to have an idea that the mat
the place of that lost.
While the eye was developing the ter is limited to crowding a number of
lizard seemed to be no more inconven soldiers on a ship and directing them
ienced than a human being is in the to be landed at a ’ certain placa There
is no consideration of how they are to
growing of finger nails or hair.
get on shore with their arms, gnus and
T ry in g : I t on th e D o s .
ammunition; that merchant ships have
Lamson lives on the South Side. Car only a few boats, and that artillery
ter, his arciu enemy, lives next door. cannot be transferred from ship to
Trouble has been brewing, and Lamson beach without any previous prepara
was aching to give Carter a “piece of tion. When we consider that, notwith
his mind, ” when he snddenly conceived standing the support and resources of a
large combined fleet and the presence
a brilliant idea.
He bought a cheap dog of question of transporta more than a month of
able breed and named him Carter. hard work was required before an ar
Whenever Mr. Carter was outside his my of 50,000 men conld be landed in
house, Lamson would let his dog out, the Crimea, we are justified in doubl
and standing on his doorstep he would ing those who assert that the invasion
fire the following or similar soulful of onr shores with 150,000 or 200,000
men is not only within the bounds of
talk at the canine
“ Carter, you are a cur. Your mother possibility, bnt by no means so difficult
had the manga 1 am going to kick the an undertaking as is often stated.—
stnffin ont of you, you miserable thing. “Wilmot’s Life of Vice Admiral Lord
If yon were not so hungry looking, I Lyons. ”
wonld kill you. Yon ain’t even good
L a k e s T b a t C h a n g e C o lo r.
enough for sausage meat, yon lopsided,
It is well known that the water of
cheap, good for nothing," eta
The 'neighbors wonder why Mr. Car many lakes exhibits characteristic colter does not have Mr. Lamson arrested, ora The lake of Geneva, at the western
bnt Mr. Carter has discovered the base end of Switzerland, is blna while the
plot and will move next week.—Chica lake of Constance, at the eastern end of
Switzerland, is green. Blneness implies
go Journal.
purity, since the natural color of water
is blua A green lake has its water
H iz A n n o y in g P r o b le m .
“1 wonder, ” she said, knitting her slightly clouded with impuritiea which
brows in a perplexed way, “ whether” — may be exceedingly fine particlea sep
And then she paused. It was her first arately invisihla Professor Spring of the
experience in keeping house on an al University of Liege says that green
lowance, and naturally many problems lakes sometimes become absolutely col
orless for a time, and he has found that
presented themselvea
“ I wonder, " she repeated, "whether, this sndden change of hue is dne to the
when woman comes into her proper wasting into the lakes of mtfd colored
sphere and exercises her rightful influ red by oxide of iron. Red is comple
ence, if she legislates the first of every mentary to green, and the result of ths
month ont of existence the bills will mixture is that the green color of the
come in the second day or will be en water becomes for the time neutralized.
tirely abolished. I think the plan wonld
C a r io u s I n d ia n C u sto m .
be worth trying, anyway." —Chicago
A curious custom prevails among ths
Post
lowest classes of southern India for ob
D id n 't A d m ir e A m e r ic a n C h ild r e n .
taining rain in times of drought. A
An American lady in Berlin bad oc gigantic figure of a woman is stretched
casion to talk to her hostess about to its fall length on its back on an open,
American children. “1 have read of very low four wheeled carriaga and tha
them, ” said the German woman prond- carriage is dragged round the streets,
ly. “ I have of them in English read. I the Indian peasantry accompanying it
have two stories read that I might with the deafening noise of their tom
know I do not wish to go to America. toms, drums and buglea The custom is
I have read ‘Peck’s Bad Boy' and explained by the popular* notion that
‘Helen’s Babies.' Acht I stay by the the figure on the cart represents the
German children sol” —New York wife of Varuna, the god of rain, and
World. .
» that when he sees his favorite wife
dragged ruthlessly along the streets he
A B a m b o o Brldsre.
A British consular report from the sends down torrents of rain to wreak
far east describes a suspension bridge his vengeanca
of 800 feet span made of bamboo. The
F i n a n c i a l V ie w o f It.
cane is split np into fibers and twisted
“John, dear, ” said the wifa “that
together to form the cablea Consider
ing its span, the material of the struc last sonnet of yours will get me a pair
ture is quite remarkabla The old tradi of shoes, the love lyric will buy my hat,
tion that .almost anything can be made the qnatrain will get my gloves and
ont of bamboo receives here a good il yonr obituary lines on old Jinks will
enable ns to rent a carriage and attend
lustration in the field of engineering.
his fnneraL How happy we ought to
T h e L a r g e s t D ia m o n d In tlie W o rld .
be!” —Atlantic Constitution.
This is in possession of the king of
q u ite E vid en t.
PortugaL It has a weight of 1,680
“That boy of mina ’’■^•emarked the
karats 14 ounces and is as large as a
hen’s egg. It came from Brazil in the proud parent extravagantly, ¡‘is the
eighteenth century and was then val genuine articla He’s all wool, yon can
ued at $1,000,000, whereas now it has bet. ”
“Shouldn’t wonder, ” commented old
a value of $2,000,000.
Grumpy. “T notice that he shrinks'
I t D o es H elp.
from washing." —Philadelphia Reoord.
It takes off a good deal of the suffer
P i a n i s t . ’ F in g e r s .
ing attending illness and adds greatly
A Philadelphia physician performs a
to the pleasure of existence for the doc
tor to tell yon that yours was one of the minor surgical operation on the fingers
worst cases he ever attended.—Boston of pianists to render them more flexi
ble. Certain fibers render the fingers
Transcript
stiff and more or less affected by each
other’s movements. These fibers are(
D ezervedL
Bill—Why do you call your friend a harmlessly severed and the finger ten-1
dons are thus rendered more pliant andi
popular song writer ?
Jill—Because he never sings his own flexible.
songs.—Yonkers Statesman.
H a d S e v e ra l.

Tired Ter ah—Wot did yer have fetj
Gloves of chicken skin were in vogue
in the early part of the seventeenth cen dinner terday ?
Hungry Hooley (loftily) — Which:
tury They were used at night to give
one?—Nuggets.
hand whiteness and delicacy.
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T hirty nine d eath s from typhoid
fever in P h ilad elp h ia, last week.
M r. W anamaker seems to be
tak in g a more q u iet hand in th e
cam p o f th e in su rg en ts at H arrisburg.
T he Delaware

Legislature ad
journed sine die Monday afternoon
without electing a United States
Senator to succeed George Gray.
T he Senatorial deadlock at Har
risburg continues. The vote, Tues
day, was : Quay, 92 ; Jenks, 73 ;
with the Independents scattered and
37 absent. Quay wa3 17 votes
short of au election.
W hen the ownership of the United
States becomes vested in Trusts,
governmental beneficiaries and proteetive-tarifi-politicians, it may not
be such a big undertaking after all
to gobble up the earth.
S enator F lin n , the cyclonic anti-

Quay belligerent from Allegheny
aspires to control the next Republi
can State Convention.
About as many “ niggers” as
wood-piles in factional .politics.
I t has been announced that J.
Pierpont Morgan* of New York,
lias secured a controlling interest in
the Lehigh* Valley Railroad Com
pany, having purchased 150,000
shares of the' Packer estate for
$3,000,000.

T he estimated expenditures of
the State for the coming fiscal year
amount to about $16,000,000, while
the anticipated revenue is less than
$12,000,000. There is likely to be,
therefore, a decrease in expendi
tures along the line of appropri
ations and an increase in taxation.
T hree laws have thus far been
added to the list of statutes by our
present Legislature—the Constable’s
Fee bill, a bill to abandon a canal,
and the third to allow courts to ap
point masters in divorce proceed
ings. The fewer the laws parsed
the better.

T he anti-Quay wing is about to
spread its feathers and try to outflap the* other wing ; and yet the
old bird is expected to follow
straight lines in its flights.
-Somer movements are more inter
esting than others when dispassion
ately studied.
T here apparently

some
difference of opinion bet ween Editor
Haldeman of the Harleysville News
a n d the editor of the I n d e p e n d e n t .
Well,- conflict of opinion is not
usually fatal. 1$ it were so, under
takers would be kept busy burying
.Pennsylvania lawmakers for some
time..
e x ists

T he Republican State Convention

that will name a candidate for State
Treasurer and Supreme Court
Judge, will contain about 120 dele
gates less than that of last year.
This result follows the falling off of
the vote for Stone for Governor as
compared with that for McKinley.
This county will be entitled to five
delegates as against nine last year.
T he recent journey of- the Grand
Jury of the March court, from
Norristown to the Almshouse and
return, was not altogether an ex
quisitely enjoyable trip, on account
of muddy depths on cross roads.
Taking into consideration the great
importance of their visit to the
County Home, with mud before and
mud after the consummation of their
arduous labors, the Jurymen should
have received some extra compen
sation for their day’s work. They
ought not to be expected to risk
their lives on country roads in the
month of March, without additional
remuneration. Certainly not.
T he Investigating Committee au
thorized by the Legislature to en
quire into the charges of corrupt
solicitation preferred against a num
ber of members heard considerable
testimony last week. A number of
witnesses testified that they had
been approached by other members
to vote in favor of the McCarrell
bill for a consideration. Represen
tative Rosenberry, from this county,
indignantly denies having used
the word money, or having bad
reference to money, in his efforts to
persuade hie>Democratic colleagues
not to.sign the Jenks pledge. Un
til further and more explicit evi
dence is forthcoming we must be
lieve Mr. Rosenberry innocent.
W A S H IN G T O N liK T T H U .

From our Regular Correspondent.

W ashington, D. C., Mar. 10, ’99__
The administration has great expect
tations from the double campaign
—military and diplomatic—which
has been inaugurated in the Philip
pines. The military ends of this
campaign will be conducted under
the direction of General Otis, on
land, and of Admiral Dewey, on

water, and the diplomacy will be
looked after by the American Civil
Commissioners, one at least of
whom—Prof. Worcester—is thor
oughly familiar with the habits and
character of the Filipinos. Be
tween the two agencies the admin
istration expects Aguinaldo’s army
to melt into nothingness and that
cjoughty proclamation-slinger to be
captured. The military part of
this campaign is to follow and fight
Aguinaldo’s forces as lpng as theycan be found, which re-inforcements
have placed General Otis in a posi
tion to d o ; the diplomatic part is
to get the men away from Aguin
aldo who have been deluded into
joining him by false promises of
great gain and by telling them they
would be killed if Caught by Amer
icans, whether they fight or not.
The latter is by no means the eas
iest end of the job. Nothing is
publicly known as to bow the Com
missioners expect to work, but it is
presumed that they will use friendly
Filipinos as emissaries to go among
the hostile Filipinos and assure
them of good treatment from the
Americans, if they will return to
their homes and occupations. From
what has gone before, it is likely
that thrashing is the only argument
that will convince Aguinaldo’s.men
to lay down their arms.
General Eagan was to have left
Washington, this week, enroute to
Hawaii, where his son, with whom
he expects to reside, owns aod con
ducts a Coffee plantation, but de
ferred his departure at the request
of the Military Court of Inquiry.
The recent statement that General
Eagan would not be allowed to
draw his salary during his suspen
sion from the army was erroneous.
When the President modified the
court-martial sentence to six years
suspension from the army he could
easily have stopped his pay by add
ing the words “ without pay,” but
not having done so, no authority
exists any where- to prevent bis
drawing bis pay.
State funerals come high. That
of the late Nelson Dingley cost
about $4500. Speaking of the
greed of some men When they are
after public money, Clerk McDow
ell, of the House, to whom all the
bills for the Dingley funeral were
sent, said : “ Why,the undertaker
at Lewiston wanted $500 for bis
services. I guess he won’t get it.
There was an item of $75 for a
steel case, in which the casket was
to be placed while it rested in the
vault at the cemetery ; - another for
a slate case in which the casket was
to be placed in the Spring, and the
charges for the catafalque, on
which the casket rested while the
remains were lying in state, was
$90. Eight carriages were used,
but the undertaker asked pay for
thirty-six. The undertaker wasn’t
the only one. The bill rendered
for the quartet that sung at the
house was $60.” These charges
will be forced down to a reasona
ble basis before, being paid, but
there are some others, such as
$3340 for the special train of four
cars to and from Lewiston, that has
been paid. Owing to Mr. Dingley
having been a life-long prohibition
ist, Cyptain Boutelle, who waS’.in
charge, issued orders that no intox
icants should be carried on the
train, but the vouchers now in band
show that the order was disre
garded ; that by direction of a
prominent member of the joint com
mittee which accompanied the re
mains whiskey and champagne was
supplied in abundance. Every
thing furnished on these trips is
paid for from public funds, even to
the cigars smoked—400 ten-cent
cigars were bought and put on the
special car that carried the commit
tee which went to Texas a few days
ago with the remains of the late
.Representative Cranford.
Flapdoodleism still thrives. A
local society writer has been pub
licly lamenting that the President
and his wife entertain at State din
ners with only a table service of
china, while Queen Victoria uses
upon similar occasions a table ser
vice of solid gold, and saying that
the White House should have a
dinner service of solid gold. The
editor of the paper in which this
bit of flapdoodlejsm appeared must
have nodded when that copy was
seDt to the printers.
President McKinley’s decision
not to call for any of the 35,000
volunteers authorized by the com
promise army bill, unless compelled
to do so, is likely to be well re
ceived by the country, as showing
that he is now as strongly inclined
towards peace as he was when he
allowed himself to be abused rather
than leave untried any honorable
effort to avoid the, war with Spain.
As long as Spain delays the rati
fication and the exchange of the
treaty of peace, the volunteers now
serving in the Philippines will be
likely to be kept in the service, as
there will be no official end to the
war- with Spain until the treaties
are exchanged. Spain must ratify,
the treaty before the YOth of next
June, or it/ will lose the $20,000,000
which Congress appropriated to
carry out the terms of the treaty.
The government of Spain has no
idea of losing that money. The
volunteers in Cuba are to be with
drawn and mustered out at once, as
fast as transportation to bring them
home can be obtained, as the condi
tions are such as to make keeping
them there unnecessary. Present
planB are to get them home before
the first of May.
THE BRIBERY INVESTIGA
TION..
From the Philadelphia Times.

The evidence presented' to the
House committee that is investigat
ing the charges of corrupt solicita
tions to influenae the passage of the
McCarrell bill, fully justifies the
correspondents of the Press «upon
whose authority the charge was
originally made in distinct form.
They have been corroborated by
the members of the House whose
names they gave as authority for
their information, and they can be
congratulated on the performance of
a plain and important duty.
This investigation should be made
as exhaustive as possible.
All
within the reach of the committee
who possess any information throw
ing light upon the corrupt solicita-

tions of legislators, should be sought
out and brought before the commit
tee as witnesses, and all who are
accused by the evidence before the
committee should be promptly sum
moned for careful examination tq
test the integrity of their accusers.
The assumption of the commit
tee that only members of the House
shall be heard if accused by any
witnesses, is an utter absurdity.
A Legislative committee of investi
gation is charged with the duty of
ascertaining and presenting the
truth, and the whole truth to the
House, ¿nd it is no more an ex
parte or grand jury investigation
than it is a court of last resort.
The House committee will be
heartily sustained by good citizens
of every political faith in pressing
this investigation to develop all at
tainable facts, but it will be re
garded* as quite as factional in mak
ing a one-sided investigation as the
original committee was regarded as
factional by obviously intending
not to investigate at all.
. Is there nobody in the House of
Representatives big enough to rise
above the petty factional despotism
that seems to rule, and make a de
monstration for broad-gauge man
hood and even-handed justice?
Collapse of a Grand Staud.

The steel grand stand at Mon
mouth Park race course was recent
ly destroyed by a storm. It was
the largest structure of its kind in
the world. The total length of the
building was 700 feet and its width
was 210 feet; the seating capacity
was 12,000 ; 1,000 tons of steel,
1,000,000 feet of lumber, and 500,000 bricks were Used in its con
struction. The cost, including din
ing rooms, furnishings, etc., was
$180,000.
Hook Found in a Child’» Throat.

L o c a l IN’e w s :
f Continued from. Local Page.~\
for the handling and distributing
of the mails. Mr. Francis has been
Deputy, and the experience be has
in the P. O. business qualifies him
for the place and claims worthy
notice of the appointing power.
I t was reported the water was to
be put in the canal on Saturday,
and thpt navigation would be re
sumed shortly.
Dacosta Lightcap of Pawling,
while at work on the canal, killed a
large water snake. It is rather
early for snakes, but the last thun
der shower shook things so lively
one might Suppose it wonld wake
up the snakes.
Abe Reiff visited Bethlehem on
Saturday.
A new slack is in course of con
struction at the boiler and engine
bouse of the Perkiomen Brick plant.
A new siding is to be put in at
the Penna. Brick Works, leading
from the Perkiomen R. R.
John B. Detta’s gray filly has re
covered from the grip and is as
lively as a spring chicken.
Tree trimming is the order of the
day for the present. This time last
year we planted potatoes, peas,
onions, radishes and salad on our ten
by twenty foot garden patch, and if
you remember it was rather warm
to have fire in the stoves, and the
roads were dusty ; the buds of ma
ple and lilac were in evidence, the
blackbirds were plenty, but shortly
after April came in a third-rate
blizzard put in an appearance and
dropped a snowdrift on our garden
patch and the garden sass and sitcb
were hidden under a four-foot snow
drift, and everybody said you’ll
have no garden ; but we did have a
garden and plenty of sass that was
in it, and sighed that our patch was
not about.fonr times as large.
Harry Sbowalter, section fore
man on th e ' Perkiomen R. R., is
sick and been off duty for several

H azleton, March 10.—A surgi
cal operation revealed a peculiar
accident to a child in Susquehanna
county. A 7-months-old child of
William* Steiner, of Rush, failed in
health rapidly and was unable to
swallow food. A doctor was called
in and discovered that the child had days.
swallowed a medium sized hook and
I t was reported I. R. Weikel is
that it had become lodged, in its sick.
throat. The hook was removed
A. R. Sloan, proprietor of the
after a severe operation. How the
child secured the hook is a mystery. restaurant and produce store at
Perkiomen, had shad for sale on
Saturday, and the price was suffi
A Serum Cure for Fneumonia.
ciently big enough to knock the
One of Professor Koch’s pupils, shad-ow off a fifty cent piece. Also
Professor Wasserman, thinks that has Porto Rico candy for sale.
he has discovered a serum cure for
Some young man in our block
pneumonia. According to a cable
dispatch to the New York Sun, he must be learning to play the violin,
does not commit himself to a «defi ain’t they ? Well, I don’t know.
nite statement, as he is mindful of I ’ve been rubber-necking around for
former disappointments which ad news, but I have not been able to
vanced experimentalists have suff discover who it i s ; but suppose
ered, but prolonged experiments you ask the young man, perhaps be
with rabbits and mice have con knows.
vinced him that anti-toxin is pro
Joe Goddard got it ’ard in his
duced in the red marrow of their bout with Ruhlin. The sports will
bones and in the marrow of human be rulin’ him off the sawdust
beings who have died from pneu shortly. Joe has been making bis
monia.
headquarters at the Hotel Columbia,
Pboenixvilie.
Rats as a Diet.
Won’t have nice weather until
That the Chinese consider rats
desirable as a diet is well known, after St. Patrick’s day, says one.
but the reason is not familiar. A Won’t have settled weather until
Chinaman is quoted as saying : after Easter, says another. Well, I
“ What a carrot is to a horse’s coat don’t know, do you ?
a rat is to the human hair. Neither
A clever bit of detective work
fact can be explained, but every was accomplished on Saturday
horseman knows that a regimen of night at Perkiomen Junction. There
carrots will make his stud smooth is a Time Freight on the Reading
and lustrous as velvet, and the R. R. which arrives at Perkiomen
Chinese, especially the women, Junction about eleven o’clock or
know that rats used as food stop midnight. This train hauls very
the falling put of hair and make the important freight, cars ladened with
locks soft, silky and beautiful. I merchandise ; mixed cars, as they
have seen it tried many times.”— say ; goods for the merchants on
Utica Press.
the Perkiomen and East Penna.-R.
R.’s and points beyond. As this
Dutch to Farm .Maryland.
train pulftd into Bridgeport the
B altimore , March 11.—Two hun operator (here noticed a door of one
dred families from the farming dis of the cars in the train partly open.
tricts of the Netherlands are ex He at once notified Perkiomen
pected to augment the Dutch colony Junction. When the train arrived
on the Eastern Maryland Shore. a Perkiomen Junction train master,
Secretary Cornelius Van Der Hoogt, Frederic, examined the train and
of the State Bureau of Immigration, finding the car he found it occupied.
who bas traveled through Holland Shutting to the door, be fastened it
in the interest of the Eastern Shore securely, dispatched the train to
colony, writes that fifty families Allentown, notifying the train mas
will soon emigrate from the province ter there to have the detectives on
of Friesland. They will establish a band to arrest the occupants of the
church. Fully $200,000 will be ex car on the arrival of the train.
pended for public improvements. When the car arrived a search was
Dutch capitalists are 'interested in made, and three men were conceal
the establishment of a cocoa factory ed therein. They were taken into
which may be built in the new custody and landed in the jail at
that place. They no doubt belong
colony.
to a well organized gang of car pil
Segmental Gun Test. /
lagers and intended to rob the car
B irdsboro,' Pa., March 9.—The while in transit and while ascend
first official test of one of the fifty ing the heavy grades before reach
Brown segmental wire tube guns ing EmausJunction.
now in course of construction, at
Girard College Statistics.
the Diamond Drill Works was made
this afternoon. The first shot fired
At the recent monthly meeting
broke the bolts supporting the gun of the Board of City Trusts, in
on its foundations and prevented Philadelphia, the annual' report of
any further tests and no more will the Girard College and estate was
be made for several days. A ve read. The following statistics were
locity of 2,800 feet a second was embodied in the report relating to
recorded and a pressure of 30,000 Girard College : Number of pupils,
was withstood. The gun tested is 1538, an increase of 2, counting
a five inch bore and weighs 3£ tons. professors, etc.; total population pf
Its length is 19 feet. The fifty gu'fas college, 1934 ; died during the year,
of this character to be built will 8 ; graduated and positions found
cost $10,000 each, or $500,000 for for, 14; positions not found for, 2 ;
the fifty. They are for coast number of admissions during year,
defense.
59 ; discharged, 57. In the number
registered for admission there is an
ON THE WRONG ROAD.
increase from Philadelphia of 18
and a decrease from other parts of
PREDICAMENT OF A DRUMMER WHO Pennsylvania, etc., of 21. In re
-HAD LOST HIS WAY.
gard to the alumni the following
list is published: Employed, 776 ;
From the Atlanta Constitution.
A drummer lost his way in a unemployed, 107 y' in other institu
Southwest Georgia county, where tions, dead, or without report, 28 ;
there was a good deal of religious en doing well, 898 ; doing fairly, 11
thusiasm at that time. So he gave doing not well, 14.
his horse the rein and made the
A Curious Case.
best of it.
Presently be was confronted by a
A curious case of the recovery
signboard nailed to a pine tree at of a woman who had been disem
the forks of a road.
boweled by a cow is noted in the
The sign read: “Turn, sfnner, London .Lancet. The woman, who
turn 1”
was forty-two years of age, was
The drummer followed its advice tossed in the air, and it was found
and turned on the road nearest the she was suffering with a severe ab
sign.
dominal wound through which twenA little farther on he was con tytfeet of small bowels protruded.
fronted by another sign : “You are The physicians washed the wound
on the way to hell 1”
with wound with a weak solution of
That was rough, but like' many carbolic acid, and the reduction
another man, he kept ou. Yet one was begun. Catgut sutures were
more signboard faced him : “Sinner, introduced deeply, but not touch
you are lost forevetJ”
ing the peritoneum. It was thought
“God help us 1” cried the drum at first that the patient would not
mer. “ Between all these signs, survive the reduction, the shock
what’s a poor, lost devil to do ?”
having been so severe; but fortu
“ Git right down on your knees,” nately, no hemorrhage or injury of
cried a voice from the bushes “an’ the bowels bad occurred, and when
cry for mercy!”
the reduction was complete and the
That was too much for him aDd, wound bad been sewed up, the wo
putting spurs to bis horse, he fled man expressed herself as feeling
to the wind, nor did he stop until better. The after history of the
he reached a railroad, where he sig case was most satisfactory, and in
naled a freight train and shook the 35 days after the accident she was
dust of that ghostly neighborhobd up, moving around doing light
from bis shoes.
Work.

For the I n d e p e n d e n t .

OBSERVATIONS.

You cannot make foolish state
ments if you do not talk.
It is immaterial what we think of
others ; the important matter is
what they think of us.
The gods arw good to those who
know liow to wait.
One man will succeed where hun
dreds have failed simply because be
does with his might a little more
than that which comes to his band.
One earns promotion not alone
by becoming proficient in his, pres
ent duties, but by also learning the
next step.
Deliberation is not slowness—re
marked the tortoise.
GRAND JURY’S REPORT.

The Grand Jury presented their
report to court Saturday morning.
They had acted upon 95 bills of in
dictment submitted by District-At
torney Hendricks, of which 82 were,
found true and 13 ignored:
They concurred in the report of
the jury of view recommending
bridges over Skippack creek in
Towamencin township and the Min
go creek in Upper Providence.
They visited the county jail and
recommended the erection of a suit
able passageway between the upper
and lower cells in the new addition.
They visited the Almshouse and
found it in good condition and com
mended the officers for their credi
table management.
They asked that tfip proper offi
cers investigate whether the use of
electricity would not be safer, more
economical and more couvenient in
the court house and prison. They
suggested that the roof of the court
house be cleaned, repaired and
painted. They further suggested
that in the interest of the Judges,
jurymen and witnesses, that «im
provements should be made in the
court facilities by the construction
of an addition to the court bouse
whereby both court rooms could be
located on the first floor.

How M any People Know
a Really Good T hing
W hen Xh^y
,
See I t ?

L . M . I.O W N K S ,

M A T T E R
AND M ANUFACTURER.

All the Spring Styles are now Heady,

DO Y O U ?

I carry a large stock of Up-to-date Soft and Stiff Hats,

Have you seen our stock of 20 and sell at Rock Bottom Prices. Hats to Order No Extra Charge, anil can fit any shape head.
year Gold Filled Cases with Elgin M ain S tre e t,
(5 Doors Below Mill Street,)
N o rristo w n , P a .
or Waltham movements for $ 10.00 ?
17 Jewel, Adjusted Elgin move
ment in a solid Silver Dust Proof
Case, 12.00. Good for any kind of
work.

IF YOU WANT TO BE RELIEVED

Also Elgin movements in Nickel
Case, $3 50 to £5.00.

N" o w i s th .e T i m e .

OF YOUR CORNS AND BUNIONS, IJSE

SURE CORN CURE,

: 1 0 CENTS PEE-BOTTLE.

SO LD _A-T

J. D. BA LLA D E,

C u l b e r t ’s

: S to re ,

: D ru g

COLLEGEVIELE, PA.

JEWELER AND OPTICIAN,

1 6 E a s t M a in . S t .,
NORRISTOWN, PA.
IS WORTH FOLLOWING. IT WILL LEAD

B A R G A IN S

YOU DIRECT TO OUR STORE.

,-IN -s

As Manufacturers and wholesalers we can
t Five you the best hate for the least money.

Spring" Goods
Up to date In styles in all lines. Goods
quickly turned at small profits.
Braids for trimming dresses In black and
colors, all widths, as low as 2 cents per yd.
Embroideries,' laces, lnsertings, 4c. per yard
and up ; In laces the lowest mark Is l%c.
per yard.
Ward’s Flue White India Linens—8, 10,
12%, 15 and 25c. per yard. White Organdie for 25 cents.
Cotton Prints—beauties, for 4e* per yard.
Black Lawn, figured, plain,8c.; plain, 10c.
per yard.
Figured Lining for Dress Skirts, 12%c.
The best Selisa, 10c.; Rustic(hmbrir,10<^;
two-faced waist lining, 18c.; silk finished, 15.
A fine grade of

if l P

Stiff Hats we sell at $1.00 to $1.50 are the
same you pay $1 5Q and $2 00 for at other stores.

o in t e r

Hitts Made to Order Without Kxtra Coat.

T R A C E Y , th e H a tte r ,

263 High St., Pottstown.

38 Main §tt., Noryistown.

Farmers Take Notice: *
M ore Chopping Bone a t
.
,
Clam er’s CollegeviUe M ills
T han E ver Before, W hy ?

Because it is well (Cone, and done punctually. All kinds of feed at
lowest prices. It will pay you to get quotations and examine the quality
B ala , Pa. March 9.—Rev. Father
of Corn Bran, Coarse Winter Bran, Oats Feed (for plenty of milk),
Nattie, rector of the Catholic
Sugarine, Middlings, Sugar Feed, Oats, Linseed Meal, Cottonseed Meal,
church here, announces that a per
Bleached M uslin
Cracked Corn, etc.
son, whose name he is not at-liberty
7c. per yard. Full line of Sheeting In
Respectfully,
to disclose, has placed with him a for
1J^> 2% and 2% widths. Ginghams, plaid
P. J. CLAMER.
sum of money approximating $70 muslins, dimities and ready-made underwear.
for the rightful owner to claim. The
Night dresses for 50c., 75c., and $1.15. EMIL KLAUSFELDER, Manager.
skirts with ruffle of embroidery for
money was lost thirty six years ago White98c.:
with two rows of- lace inserting
and found in this neighborhood, 05c.,
and deep lace rufflle, for $1.49. Corset
and the finder now desires to res- covers for 25c., 38c., 50c.; drawers,25c., 89c.
and 50c.
store it to the proper party.
Alter Thirty Years.

The Norristown Tile, Trust and Safe Deposit Co,-Capital 1$250,000

Summer underwear for men ; fine, ribbed
summer underwear for ladies and children,
TATEMENT of P. Milliard, for 12%, 25, and 50c. Muslin drawers for
Treasurer of the Borough of children, 12,15, 20, and 25c., according to
size. Full line of ^infants’ caps, slips, and
Trappe,
long dresses. Sables’ short white dresses
FOR THE YEAR ENDING MARCH 6, 1899. for 25, 50, 75c. and $1 each. P. N. Corsets ; JOHN W. LOCH, Pres’t. F. G. HOBSON« Treasurer and Trust Officer
DR.
also the Superb corset at 50c. S. H. H. and
Telegram bindings.
Total amt. tax duplicate, $ 974 62

Main and DeKalb Sts., Norristown, Pa.

S

Penalty
Deduct abatements,
“
exonerations,
“
collector’s fees,
“
outstanding tax,

3 49
---- $978 11

FAYS 8 PER CENT. Interest on Time Deposits. PAYS 2 PER GENT. Interest on Active
Accounts. Acts as Executor, Trustee, Guardian, Assignee, Committee, Receiver, Agent, an<Hn

S ' A HIT IN RIBBONS i

the drawing string is in the ribbon ; pull the all trust capacities. Becomes SUrety for those acting in fiduciary relations. Insures Titles to Rea)
Estate and mortgages. Insures certified general searches. Rents Boxes in burglar proof vaults.
string and you have the latest ribbon trim Send
for book with full explanations.
mings. Jeweled belt buckles, hat .pins,
shirt waists’ sets—studs, stick pins, etc. A
full line of
m fo r
m

—
$141 42
836 69
1Ö9 23
32 02
228 00
White Laundried shirts, 75c. and $1 each.
5 00
M bicycle fines,
“
sale of iron pipe,
8 16
Night shirts, 50c. Arrow brand collars and
9 15-$1278 25 cuffs. The latest in ties for gents. White
“
excess on freight order,
CR.
lace trimmed ties for ladies, 25 and 50c. I
stone purchased,
$392 69
appreciate past favors and hope to receive
65 85
freight on stone,
the continued patronage of the public.
100 87
street commissioner.
45 00
surveying,
M rs. F ra n c e s B a rre tt,
interest on loan,
16 20 «
2 75
printing«
Main St., near Depot,
recording agreement,
2 00
shoveling snow,
80 45
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
labor on streets,
349 88
salaries,
70 00
4 00
auditors,
office rent,
10 00-$1139 69
Balance in Treasury,
$ 138. 56
The above account has been duly examined
and audited and found to be correct.
P. D. WILLIARD,
l
-ANDHENRY M. SLOTTERER, $f Auditors.
Attest—E. Q-. Brownback, Clerk.
GENERAL STATEMENT.
Liabilities—Money borrowed,
$300 00
Resources—Outstanding tax, $ 71 66
rec’d sale of pipe,
11 71
balance in treasury, 138 5Q—$221 93

Received from taxes,
“
last year’s balance,
“
outstanding tax,

PAPER HANGING
-AT THE-

W rite or Call for Price

D o n ’t F o r g e t 1
We will bold a public sale Thurs
day, March 9, at the Market House,
at I o’clock: Wagons, Harness,
Blankets, &c,
---- ooo

PhcenlxvIIIe, Pa.

3-17.

The pretty designs for this season
are now coming in and placed for
vour inspection in the largest Wall
Paper store in town. This depart
ment grows and is a pleasure to the
proprietor and his customers. This
year more goods and the pick of the
market will keep the good work
moving on.
This year the prices are somewhat
higher than last, yet the increased
beauty of the manufactured goods
and their quality, wbich means bet
ter satisfaction, repays the slight ad
vance in cost.
Kindly remember we hang paper
and bang it right “ by good, clean
workmen,” under a guarantee that
it sticks.

H. E. ELSTON’S,
Hardware, Carpets, Oil Cloths,
Toys, Etc.,

M ID -W IN T E R

58 Bast Main Street, Norristown, Pa.

^ BARGAINS £

THE ALBERTSON

-----AT-

T R A P P E I

Trust “4Safe Deposit Co.
NORRISTOWN, PA.
This Company Executes Trusts and
becomes surety foi persons acting as Ad
ministrator, Trustee, Guardian, etc.

A F ull Line of Staple Goods Assures Titles to Real Estate.
a t Low Prices.

Allows 3 PerCent. Interest on De
posits
Subject to check.

Allows 3 PerCent. Interest on De
posits

A Fun Line Of CANTON FLANNELS,

Subject to cheek, ten days notice, or Certifi
cate of Deposit.

Loans made upon
Approved Security.
Now is the time to buy your goods for Real Estate or Collaterals.
Trust Department for the Ac
Spline, Muslins were never so low (quality
considered) as at present. Special prices on ceptance oTTrusts under any will or
Muslins, Calicoes.

A Full Line of Prints and Cotton

instrument creating a Trust, and’ the care
and management of property and estates.
Absolutely Burglar Proof and Fire Proof
Safe Deposit Vault.

B atts for Quilting.

We Cheerfully Furnish Informa
tion

full and half pieces.

.

Shell and Bone Hills
Oyster Shells In 1001b. Bags. Qet our price
on shells before purchasing elsewhere.

Faints, Oils, Varnishes, Glass,
Putty, Brushes, etc.

as to our methods of business.
Business and Correspondence Invited.
GEO. W. ROGERS, President.
SAM’L E.NYCE, Vice Pres., Trust Offlcpr.
CLEMENT J. CRAFT, Sec. and Treas.

Still have a good assortment of
‘ Horse and Stable Blankets.

BICYCLES, Bicycle Sundrie's, Electrical
Supplies, Incubators, etc.; it will be
to your interest to examine my
stock before making your
purchases. I have the
agency for the

Deering Harvesting
Machinery,

E. G. Brownback.

Supplied with Goods that Yon
will Need from Time to Time.

la Ihe Lilies of Dry Goods aafl Notions
You .will find lovely Dress Patterns, Heavy
Outing Flannel Skirts, 29c. each. Fancy
Ginghams, Gloves, Mittens, Suspenders,
Silk Umbrellas, v. .

Our Boot and Shoe Trade

Is moving right along. Good stock passed,
Unexcelled. Syracuse Plows are always In
over the connters at the right prices.
It. Light and Klondike BICYCLES are
unsurpassed for price and quality. Peer
less Incubators and Brooders have no supe
rior, and can be seen in operation at our
store. Electric Blue Flame Oil Stoves for
cooking are perfect vapor and gasoline stoves
of the best makes, and .can be bad here at
the right prices. •
Seeded and Seedless Raisins, Currants,
A nice line of Spalding’s Sporting Goods, Citron, Orange and Lemon Peel, New Or
fishing tackle, etc. Blacksmiths’ Supplies.
leans Molasses, very best Syrup 40c. gal.,
Baking Syrtfp 5 and 8c. qt., strictly Hotnemade Mince Meat 12c.Ih., nice large Prunes
of Agricultural Machinery, sewing machines,
5c.
lb., can corn 4 for 25c., xxxx Lozenge
pumps, locks, guns, bicycles, ■etc,
’ Lawn Mowers, Scissors and 8aws sharp Sugar for making candy, English Walnuts,
ened and Keys fitted.
Almonds, Dates, Figs, 10c, lb., Cranberries.
Bicycles built to order and parts of every
description supplied. Wheels cut down and We have a few bushel sacks of Fine Salt at
re-enameled ; Tires vulcanized. Repairs &jc., worth 50c. bushel.
guaranteed at prices you can afford to pay.
Thankful to the public for past favors, I
Confectionery always fresh.
invite continued patronage.
Lowney’s Best Chocolates, Candy Toys
10c. lb., Mixtures 7c. to 25c. lb.

• FINEST GROCERIES :

E xpert Repairing

GEORGE F. CLAMER

W. P. FENTON,

M ain S treet, N ear Depot,

CQLLEGEVILLE, PA.

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

A Two-Fold Offering

FOR STYLE,
FOR .WEAR,

-IN-

FOR FIT,

M U SL IN S!

W

FOR EASE,

Extraordinary Quality
# ■■

-----AT-—

Remarkably Low Priées
Bleached aDd Unbleach
ed Muslins and Sheetings,
some of them selling below
their actual value.
Qoods which
guarantee. -

we can

MORGAN WRIGHT :t
Keystone Dry Goods Store,

The Wall Street Journal Main St., Opposite Pnblie Square,
The largest, best known and most highly
NORRISTOWN, PA. *
Bon’t forget us when i.u Need of
endorsed financial paper in America.
Groceries.
Others are making lots of money, send
AY8TERS
$1.00 for one month and see if you can’t.
Competition Is great, but we still lead In Dow, Jones ¿k Co., Publishers, Vy Nerved in all styles at
quality and price.
Goods delivered free.

Department
Goods at prices based upon a fair exchange
of values, as well as at special bargaia
figures. A dollar will go a long way here.

F arm Im plem ents,

N. I . Benjamin & Go.
207 Bridge Street,

HOUSE FURNISHING
::: GOODS :::

BIG STORE ! H ench and Dromgold

Clove® S » e d .
We take your order at a- price ;
if we advance price you pay no
more ; if we reduce price you pay
only what we are selling at when
you take seed.

HARDWARE

tPAPER

WALL

and Sam ple of

Every

M en’s F urnishing Goods.

42-44 Broad Street, N. Y.

T. B a k e r’s E atin g H o u se,

YOUR Posters Printed at
GETthe
Independent Office.

COLLECTEVILLE. Families supplied with the best oys
ters In the market i t the right prices.
N e x t D oor A bove P ost Of f ic e ,

-WE HANDLE THE BEST-

$1.50, $2.00, $3.00,
VALUES TO, BE FOUND.

Made from Fine Kid, Button or
Lace.
16 E. MAIN ST. I J
NORRISTOWN^

T

V

f T

Il.L.lN l i t .
BLACKSMITHING
----- a n d ---- -

CARRIAGE PAINTING
-AT THE-

ft®* CollEserille M a te f o r k
' Good materials and good .workmanship.
Special efforts to give. all patroas of either'
department satisfaction.

WM. J. OGDEN.

HTHE INDEPENDENT &
TER9IN »- 91<00 PER YEAR
::
IN ADVANCE.
::

Creamery Erices.

Admitted as a Law Student.

DEATHM AT THE ALMSHOUSE.

Woman Suffrage.

FROM OAKS.

' Pàrkiomen 2§ ; Swamp, 26) Con
go, 2j>; Green Tree, 26; Limerick,
28 ; Nêiffer, 28 ; Linfiefd, 28; Reifsneider’s 28 ; Heistand’s 28; Har
leysville, $1 ; Schwetaksville, 24.

Clerk of Courts W. P. Young has
passed the preliminary examinatiqp
before the Board of Examiners of
the Montgomery County Bar As
sociation, and has received a certifi
cate admitting him to study law.
He will take up the study with At
torneys Evans, Holland and Dettra.

Richard Young, aged 80 years,
died Saturday .morning. Death was
primarily due to injuries he sus
tained in a fall soffte time ago. In
other days he was a Democratic
politician of prominence in Lower
Merion and . served one term as
county auditor.
Davis Campbell, aged 52, died
Monday of internal cancer. He
was formerly of Norristown and
served in the civil war as a member
of the 51st Regiment, Penna. Vol
unteers.

The Montgomery County Woman
Suffrage Association met on Satur
day afternoon at the home of Mrs.
M. Andrews, Norristown. A letter
tion was read from Harper & Bros.,
asking for a list of members, so
they could send announcements of
their publications concerning politi
cal questions of interest to mem
bers. The Secretary was author
ized to send a list. A motion was
very properly made and adopted
that a letter of sympathy be exten
ded to Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Tyson,
on account of the loss oftheir borne
by fire. The Secretary was author
ized to send a word .of greeting to
Mrs. H. Hallowell, she beirig absent
on account of ill health.’ An inter
esting'discussion in relation to the
“New Woman” followed.

Echoes from de sin-ny gog : And
de grate Samsum slewed de Selushians wid de backbone of de rockin’
hoss, and de people—hoi’ on, hoi’
on da-r brudder Pom pas, stic’ to de
troof, and de voraciousness of de
preamble, an’ den dar kin be no
’sputin’ de fac’, hit war de shinbone
of de kankarankus. Knowed as de
grate ground hog, kindly loaded by
“ we de people ob dis grate Repub
lic,” and used for dat ’special Vasion. All rite brudder Simmins, I
stan’ kerected. An’ de grate Sam,
grate gran’son of de grate Samsum,
whose surname am'Uncle Sam, kase
be am a grate uncle to all de people
of the, fo’ corners of de airth, seeing
dat de ’pressor was turned loose,
rosed up and caased a grate dewey
cloud lo settle down on de ’pressors
of de inhabitants, who libed in de
ark-of-de-pelagos, which am the sealu of tribulation, which am ,de unpaci Seated part of de grate ocean
of ambulition, Where everybody
wants an island to bis-self,aud when
de clouds rolled by, and de grate
dewey cloud were gone, de ’pressors
of dat peoplq were gone too ; yea,
gone down to McGinty’s at de bot
tom ob de sea. But when de Phillegians knew dat the oppressor weie
dun gone, fo’ sho’, dey began to be
troubled wid de swelled head, an’
dey hab got de grip—en de land;
deo dey became very vain, where
all am vanity, dat am de place foi
de dude to live, aiW dey say we
don’t like dis UHcle, we have dun
gone had so mapy uncles, and been
in bock so long, dat we mus’ re
deem ourselves, and we will give,
ili» here uncle a black eye fore he
plays de same game dem odder un
cles played on us, and den de
Phillegiank dey insurrected dey did,
so dey did, and Uncle Sam he resur*
rectetl, he did, so he did, and flipped
dem Pliillegians, until dey say dey
am sorry dey act-de-nil-do. And in
dat time de.Grab’emites, de Hold’emites, and de Swine-ites went in
and possessed all de land, even to
de land on which de wild man of
Borneo rambusticates ; roaming
aroun’, not seeking a dry morsel,
hut on a still hunt for de dime
museutid manager wat gubs de big
gest and fattest salary dat he may
devopr it, ’gainst de time when de
dime museum flaurishetb. And de
speckle-later, speckle-lated, and got
fat, and greedy, and de Phillegian,
and Malegian becum so tbia an’
seedy dat dey were not strong
enutf for to take up de white man’s
burden j so dey jusfc put on dere
mackintoshes, jumped on de trolley
and fiewed to de mountains. Why
fo’, my beloved hearers, de expiashun of my text am dis, wen you
catch ’em, hol’em, bol’em fast, an’
if you can’t catch ’em to hol’em
fast, hol’em fast anywaj*, don’t turn
’em loose. Brudder Sinbone, shin
down.de ile wid de pewter dish, and
pick up de loose change, hit am
mi ley pow’ful to make glad de
waste places; yo’ beloved pastor
hab not tasted chicken meat fo’ fo’
weeks, er mo’.
Mr. Caleb Cresgon’s suggestion
for a remedy for Brower’s Lane is
for the neighbors, with tbe help of
the railroad company, to put it in
proper shape. Buy four or five feet
of ground of Mr. Joseph Brower,
make the lane wider, remove the
hedge and replace it with a sub
stantial wire fence, fill up and fill in
with material from the brick yards.
The work would not cost so much,
if.every one would be willing to do
their share. He will give and do
his part as to the hauling. Who is
the first to move in tbe matter? ,
At a phonograph recital given at
Perkiomen an effort was made to
get records of favorite selections of
the professor of music of Oaks ; but
owing to their neckties being too
loud, perfect records could not be
made. The ties were regular stun
ners.
A visit was made on Saturday by
several officials of the Pennsylvania
Schuylkill Yalley R. R. to view the
condition Brower’s lane was in. A
bird’s-eye view was sufficient, as
they found it in mud, and plenty of
mud, quagmires and chuck holes in
it. If Jordan am a hard road to
travel, Brower’s lane is a soft one
to travel, at the present time.
Mr. I. R. Weikel, after having
been postmaster at Oaks for twentythree years, has resigned. The
office is a money-order one, with
mails both morning and evening,
the mail from Shannonville coming
by way of Oaks. I t is expected J.
U. Francis, Jr., will succeed Mr.
Weikel as P. M. He is proprietor
of the store, and the store and post
office have been identical during
Mr. Weikel’s administration, and it
would be only right and proper, and
also satifaotory to the public who
get their mail at Oaks, for Mr.
Francis to have the appointment,
as a portion of the store-room has
been set apart and'properly equipped
[Continued on Editorial Page.]
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A Horse Thief Sentenced.

At court last week Charles Bel
John H. Hartman is authorized
to collect amounts due The Inde mont was convicted on the charge
pendent, and receive the names of horse stealing, and sentenced to
six years io the Eastern Peniten
ot* new subscribers.
CHURCH SERVIC ES.
Episcopal service at St. James’, Evansburg,
every Sunday at 10.30 a. m. Sunday1 School, 2
p. m. Also a service at Royersford at 8.15 p. m.
Rev. A. J. Barrow, rector.
St. Paul’s Memorial Protestant Episcopal
' Church; Oaks Station. Rev. B. J. Douglass,
rector. Sunday services : Morning prayer with
address at 10.45; evening prayer with address
a t 8.40 ; Sunday school at 2.80 p. A. Holy Com
munion celebrated on the first Sunday in the
month. During Denton Season : Every Friday
, evening at 7.30 o’clock there will be evening
prayer with an address. The seats are free at
all services and a cordial welcome awaits you.
St. Luke’s Reformed Church, Trappe, Rev.
S. L. Messinger, pastor. Weekly services as
follows: Sunday School at 9 a. m. Preaching
every Sunday at 10.30 a. m. and 7.30 p. m. Junior
C. E. prayer meeting on Sunday afternoon a t 2
o’clock, and Y1. P. S. C. E. prayer meeting at
6.30. Congregational prayer meeting on Wed
nesday at 7.30 p. m. Cateohetical class on
Saturday at 2 p. m. All are cordially invited to
attend the services.
Lower Providence Presbyterian Church, Rev.
C. R. Brodhead, pastor. Sunday School, 9.30
a. m. Preaching, 10.30 a. m. Y. P. S. C. E., 7
p. m. Preaching, 7.30 p. m.
Lower Providence Baptist Church. Preach
ing services 10.30 a. m. and 7.80 p. m., every
Sunday, Rev. Wm. Courson, pastor. Bible
school, 9.80 a. m. Rrayer meeting, Wednesday
evening at 7.30. Shannonville Mission, every
second Sunday evening at 7.30 ; Bible school,
Sundays, at 2.30 p. m.; prayer meeting, Tues
days at 7.30 p.nL; Rev. S. O. Perry, pastor.
^

United Evangelical Church, Trappe. No
preaching next Sunday. Sunday School a t 2
o’clock.
Trinity#Church : Wednesday evening, prayer
service at 7.30 o’clock. Saturday, catechetics,
1.30 p. m. Sunday: Sunday School, 9 a. m.;
preaching, 10 o’clock, a. m.; the Junior C.
E. prayer service at 2 p. m., and the Y. P. S. G.
E. prayer service, Mr. Albert Peters, leader,
a t 6.30 p. in.; and the monthly Missionary meet
ing at 7.39 o’clock.
A preaching service in the SkippackviUe
Church, Sunday morning at 10 o’clock.

HOHIK ANI» A KR O AI » .

tiary. Belmont was recently ar
rested as he wah leaving the West
Chester jail after serving a term for
larceny.
Trolley Company Petitioned.

A petition signed by nearly 200
residents of Lower Providence bas
been presented to the Traction Com
pany, asking that the point for the
collection of fares be changed from
the weg^ end of Skippack bridge to
Fronefffld’s corner, a distance- of
abont 600 yards.
Carriage Damaged.

Saturday noon a horse'belonging
to Henry Yost became frightened
at a passing train of cars at the
railway station. The animal tore
the hitching strap and upset the
carriage by colliding with a post,
but was not allowed to escape. The
vehicle was considerably damaged.
Clemmer Doomed.

The Supreme Court Monday
morning handed down an opinion
in wbici) they denied a new trial to
James A.. Clemmer, convicted of
the murder of Mrs. Emma. P. Kai
ser. This Action of the highest
legal tribunal in the State removes
the last ray of hope for the con
demned man.
Destroyed by Fire.

Early Monday morning the frame
stable on the premises of Charles
■Hill, in Lower Providence town
ship, near the Level school house,
was destroyed by fire. Several set
ting hens and some bay and straw
were consumed. BarD and con
tents were insured for $300. The
origin of the fire is a,mystecy.
Bought a Farm in Virginia.

Elmer Custer, of Lower Provi
—Some of tho .feathery songsters dence, has purchased a farm of 150
—Of spring and summer have
acres in Sussex county, Virginia,
seven miles southwest of Waverly,
—Gome again to make music
for $1500. The improvements in
—In the early morning hours.
clude a large mansion with twelve
—They are receiving a wet re rooms. Mr. Custer expects to
leave to-da)* to take permanent pos
ception.
session of his Virginia farm.
—Perhaps it is reasonable to ex
pect a let-up in i^ainy weather be Don’t Belong to Collegeville.
tween now and July 4.
A bunco swindler, operating in
—Additional local news on the West Chester, when arrested gave
editorial page.
bis name as Frank Johnson, of
—‘‘Dixie before the War,” by Collegeville. The swindler don’t
Dr. Lamar, in Bomberger Hall, this belong to this borough. The name
of one of our boys, now in Philadel
(Thursday) evening.
phia, is Frank Johnson, but there
—The Roberts Machine Company is nothing of the swindler in his
have shipped one of their large blood and make-up. Frank is a
steam beaters to Brooklyn, N. Y. good boy, and we know it.
I t will be placed in a church.
Heavy Road Tax.
—The Christian Endeavor Society
of Trinity church gave a delightful
The Supervisors of Skippack
sociable at the bonfe of Mr. and township have levied an additional
Mrs. J. C. Landes, this borough, tax of 9 cents on the hundred dol
Tuesday evening.
lars to cover thé opening of the
■—The auditors met Tuesday to roads after the recent blizzard. The
audit the accounts of the borough total expense in the township for
for the past year. Some figures later. shoveling snow was $842 31. These
additional 9 cents bring this year’s
—Special day for hair singeing road tax up to 36 cents on the hun
to-day (Thursday) at Mrs. Barret’s dred dollars.
store. 15 cents; other days, 25 cts.
Philadelphia Market).
—In a majority'of instances tree
topping is tree butchery.
Winter bran,$16 50@17.25; flour,
—The recent colonial supper in $2,25 to $4.00 ; rye flour, $3.30 ;
Norristown netted ' about $500 for wheat, 70|c. to 74f*; corn, 38£c.;
oats, 36£c.; butter, 25 to 30c.; poul
the-Historical Society, "
—M. G. Hoot, formerly of Iron- try, live, 9@10o., dressed, 12@l4c.;
bridge, has received a,contract to timothy hay,' 40@58c., mixed, 43@
48c.; straw, 40@43c.'; beef cattle
erect €1 houses in Philadelphia.
4£@5fc.; sheep, 2|@5c.; lambs, 5
—March is the Lutheran >mouth @5£o.; hogs, western, 5@6c.
to contribute towards Charity Hos
pital, Norristown.
Death.
—The Republican Invincibles of
Henry High died Monday night
Norristown will hold their annual at bis residence, 1416 North 16th
banquet on-April 7. street, Philadelphia, aged 80 years.
—Royersford has entered -upon Deceased was a son of the late Mrs.
its twenty-first year t>f borough Catharine Hansicfeer, who at one
time resided in this vicinity. Fun
government.
eral to-day (Thursday). Interment
—At a recent sale of personal at Trinity cemetery, this borough,
property at Harleysville, 7 shares at 3.30 p.m. Undertaken!. L.Bechtel
of Schwenksville Bank stock sold will have charge of the remains.
for $175 per sharepand 5 shares at
$180 per share.
Milo Gas Hilled Horses.
—Editor J. O. K. Roberts will
Jonathan Eldredge, of Westtown,
give a concert in Pbcenixvtlle on Chester county, lost two horses
Wednesday bight, April 12.
Thursday. They were killed by
—The post office at . Royersford poisonous gases, which came from a
was broken into Monday night and silo near the barn and entered the
the thieves made their escape with stable. William Embree, of West
nearly $400, which was taken from Goshen, lost two horses a few days
ago from a like cause.* Veterinary
the safe.
surgeons, who have made an exam
—The 112tb session of the Phila ination of the premises, are unani
delphia annual Conference of the mous in their opinion as to the
Methodist Episcopal Church is in cause of death.
session in Manayunk, this week.
—George C. Hollenbach, of San- A Brakeman Ground to Pieces.
atoga, is nursing a laceration un
At Phcenixville, early Wednes
der bis left eye, caused by the horn day morning of last week, John
of an angry bull,-which be was' McCann, a brakeman on the night
driving lo the stable.
crew of the Philadelphia and Read
ing shifter, met a horrible death at
an early hour. He was caught on
Another Misfortune.
On Tuesday Penrose Thomas and an incline by a swift rushing car
Abram Custe^ of nepr Trappe, were and literally ground to pieces by
engaged cutting cjqwn a tree and the,wheels. Portions of his body
had a rope fastened to one of the were scattered along the track, and
limbs. In pulling on the rope the he was almost totally disemboweled.
limb broke off, and in failing struck Death occurred almost instantly.
Mr. Thomas, injuring his arm and
breaking bis rigbileg'nt the ankle. Hay Know (Something Abont the
Dr. Krusen is attending to the in
Alderfer Hurder.
jury. About two .years ago Mr.
I t is claimed that Charles Mace,
Thomas bad the misfortune to have who was convicted in criminal court
bis left leg broken at the ankle by on Thursday of robbing the Herbeing thrown from a wagon.
beT to n residence at Edge Hill, may
know something of the murder of
WEDDING BELLS.
Isaac Alderfer, of Skippack town
March 15, in Trinity Reformed ship. Special Officer George Camp
church, Collegeville; by. Rev. J. H. bell, of the York Road Protective
Hendricks, D. D., Mr. Horace H. Association, says that he bas infor
Clemmer,.ot Souderton, Montg. Co., mation* that may connect Mace with
and Miss H. Etta Williams, of tbJ crime.
PaTkesburg, Chester county.
$100 REWARD. $100.
March 15, by Rev. J. II. Hen
dricks, D. D., at the residence of The readers of this paper will be pleased
learn that there Is at least one. dreaded
.the bride’s father, Skippack, Mr. to
that science has been able to care in
William J. Woodland and Miss disease
all its stages, and that is Catarrh. Hall’s
Lizzie W., daughter of Mr. Joseph Catarrh Care is the only positive cure known
to the medical fraternity. Catarrh being a
Woodley, both of Norristown.
constitutional disease, requires a constitu
March 15, at the parsonage, by tional treatment. Hall’s Catarrh Cure is
internally, acting directly upon the
Rev. J. H. Hendricks, D. D., Mr. taken
blood and mucous surfaces of the system*
Earl G. Kulp, of North Wales, and thereby destroying the foundation of the
Miss Minerva S., daughter of Mr. disease, and giving the patient strength by
up the constitution and assisting
W. II. Gerhart, of Skippackvillt, building
nature in doing its work. The proprietors
both of Montgomery county.
have so much faith in its curative powers,
they offer One Hundred Dollars for
At Mt. Kirk, Eagleville, March that
any Case that it fails to cure. Send for list
11, 1899, Mr. Daniel W. Keplinger, of testimonials. Address F. J. CHENEY
of Black Rock, and Miss Mary A. <Ss CO., Toledo, O. Price 75 cents per
Sold by all druggists. Testimonials
Beyer of Goliegeville, by ‘Rev. C. bottle.
free.
R. Brodhead.
Hall’siFamlly Fills are the best.

Postponed Lecture.

Madam Barakat will deliver her
lecture, “A Message from Mount
Lebanon’’ in Bomberger Hall, Ursinus College, on Tuesday evening
28th inst. Mrs. Middleton, of Nor
IMPROVEMENTM.
ristown, has been engaged to sing
Daniel Shuler, the builder and
several solos. The lecturers under
the auspices of the W. C. T. Unions contractor, has erected a barn on
of Royersford, Collegeville and his premises on Main street, Trappe.
Yerkes.
'Burgess F. J. Clamer contem
plates making various repairs and
Norristown Markets.
improvements to the Penna. Female
Eggs sold as low as 15 cents a College building, this borough, in
dozen, Saturday morning. Straw the near future.
berries were a luxury at 75 dfents a
R. N. Wanner has had a rear
quart. Other quotations were: porch built to the bouse on the
chickens, 15 and I6c.; butter 30c.; Wanner estate premises, this bor
lemons, 15c. doz.; oranges, 15 to 40
to take the place of the one
c. doz ; apples 25 and 35 c. h. pk.; ough,
that
was
crushed under
cauliflower, 10 and 25 c.; bananas, the weight recently
of snow.
12 and 15 c.; cocoanuts, 5 to 8 c.;
celery 15 c. bundle ; tomatoes, 25 c.
FAIRVIEW VILLAGE.
qt.; lettuce 10 c.
Samuel, son of John K. Beanhas moved to Wm. Detwiler’s ten,
Real Estate Mold.
ant house, .formerly occupied by
The agents for the Phcenixville Theodore Detwiler.
Banks sold at public sale, Saturday,'
Wm. Riser has moved to the
the Longacre “Homestead” farm of
90 acres, in Upper Providence farm vacated by Joseph Rittentownship, to Thomas L. Kirk for bouse Sr.
$70 50 per acre. The purchaser
Joseph Stadin of Trooper, who
came to this country from Ireland a bad several ribs broken recently by
short time ago, and is reputed to be a spirited horse, is getting along
a man of considerable meajps. The very well.
Brunner tract of four acres, w'ith
Miss Mary B. Morgan spent the
dweljing house, was sold to I^aac
Stierly for $575. What is known past week visiting in Philadelphia
and New Jersey.
as the Sbenkel farm was not sold.
The Wbrcester Alumni Associa
tion
met at the residence of Theo
Missionary Meeting.
dore Morgan on Friday night last,
On Sunday evening at 7.30 o’clock for rehearsing for their public meet
an interesting missionary meeting ing, to be held April 8, 1899, at
will tye held in Trinity Reformed Centre Point.
church, this borough. Messrs. C.
Mrs. Brodhead, wife of Rev. C.
A. Butz, H. H. Sbenk, B. F. Paist
Jr. and C. G. Petri will deliver R. Brodhead, had an dperation for
short addresses on the “Social Evils cancer performed last week at the
in the Non Christian World. Sla~ Presbyterian Hospital, Philadelphia.
very, degradation of woman, child Everybody will be glad to hear that
marriage, and neglect of the poor she- is doing as well as could be
and sick, will form a greater part of expected.
the talks. Miss Vinnie O. Mench
IKONBRIDGE NOTES.
will sing a solo. The public is cor
Isaiah T. Haldeman, who left the
dially invited to attend.
emplqy of M. T. Hunsicker, went to
resume the position of clerkship in
Biblical Oratorical Contest.
Reifi’s store, Lederachville, on
A Biblical Oratorical contest will Monday.
be held in St. Luke’s Reformed
James Steltz, of Philadelphia,
church, Trappe, under the auspices
spent
a few days at home with his
of the Christian Endeavor Society,
on Tuesday evening, March 21, at parents.
7.45 o’clock. Selections from the The Mennonite Brethren in Christ
Bible will be recited. The contest held services in the chapel on Sat
ants are Miss Evelyn Beobtel, Miss urday evening.
Elinor S- Lutes, Mr. Howard E:
Mrs. G. B. Schlotter. spent last
Bodder, Mr. George F. Longacre,
Friday
in Norristown.
Mr. A. C. Ohf, Mr. Vernon S. Rice.
Mrs. O. S. Gottshalk, Misses Eva
The music will be rendered by Miss
Edna Albert, Misses S. Beulah and Ada Gottshalk and Miss Marne'
Pugh, Grace Stierly, EmmaL. Reif- Undercoffier, spent Saturday and
snyder, and Rev. and Mrs. S. L. Sunday in Pottstown, the guests of
Messinger, and St. Luke’s choir. Burns Johnson and family.
No admission will be charged but
Revs. Oberholtzer and Wanger of
a collection will be taken. A cordial Franklin county were the guests of
invitation is extended to all.
Abraham Haldeman and family on
Friday.
Dentb of Mophla Casselberry.
Mrs. Reiff Gottshalk returned
Sophia Casselberry died of pneu home on Sunday evening, after
monia at her borne at Oaks, Sunday spending a week with Burns John
night, aged 70 years. Miss Cassel son and family of Pottstown.
berry had been ill for some time, at
James Detwiler and family, of
first froib grip, which was fol Yerkes,
were-tbe guests of Joseph
lowed by pleurisy and pneumonia.
Deceased, who had been a resident Gottshalk and family on Sunday.
Rev. Samuel Rosenberger, of
for many years of that community;
living with her sister Mary, 'was a Hockerton,, Mrs. Kate . Kratz, of
-daughter of the late Win. Cassel Soudertpn, and Jacob Tyson and
berry of Lower Providence, and daughter Alice, Mf Trappe, were the
leaves one sister, Mary, and three guests of Abraham Haldeman and
brothers— Benjamin, of Philadel family on Sunday.
phia ; John, of Illinois; and Rich
ard Casselberry of Lower Provi FROM THE TWIN BOROUGHS.
dence. Mrs. Joseph Casselberry,
AND VICINITY.
of this borough, was a sister-in-law
Mrs. Sarah L. Johnson has been
to deceased. The funeral will be confined
to her bed with sciatic
held to-day (Thursday), services at rheumatism.
Green Tree church at 10 a. m. Un
Miss Lizzie Fouble, milliner of
dertaker J. L. Bechtel will have
Royersford, has accepted a position
charge of the remains.
as saleslady in the millinery de
partment of Daniels’ in Pbila.
Montgomery County Prison.
The sills and tracks for the new
Four deaths occurred among the
prisoners during the year. No es trolley line have been hauled as far
capes. The health of the prisoners as the canal bridge, Spring City.
has been remarkably good. The Work has been commenced on
cash received from the labor of in-, Walnut street.
The Cecilia Musical Company of
mates was $948.72, out of which
was paid the persons for overwork, Boston, gave the seventh entertain
$259.12, leaving the net profit to the ment of the course in Memorial
county, $689.60, a falling off of hall, Spring City, Friday evening.
$30.45 from the previous year. The
Rev. 'S. L. Messinger, of Trappe,
receipts from all sources, other than was a visitor at Royersford, Friday.
from the county, were. $1065.60, a
The Zither Club,6f Philadelphia,
decrease from the previous year of gave a delightful entertainment in
$280.57. The total expenses for the Royersford on Saturday evening.
year, $12,965.55, a decrease of $1,- They were secured through the in
730.45. The number of commit strumentality of Alex. Those, who
ments during the year were 1172, a is a noted zither player.
decrease of 531, and of this number
The musicale held in the Parker332 were tramps, a decrease of 162. ford
Baptist church, last week, was
1296 inmates have been in the a success
in every way. The per
prison, a decrease of 538. The num formers were
Prof. Aiex. Anderson
ber of prisoners sentenced to the on piano, Misses
Usner vocalists,
prison during the year were 104, a Miss Elma Rambo,
pianist, Miss
decrease of 17. Of the 104'convicts, Laura Johnson violinist,
of Royers
80 or 88 per centum were able to ford, and a male quartette
from
read and write. Only 32 of the 104
and orchestra. The audi
convicts had learned trades ; this is Parki-rford
torium was crowded.
less than 30 per centum.
Jacob Leidy, postmaster of Spring
City,
left a box containing about
Death of Hon. C. H. Stinson.
one hundred and sixty dollars in
Hon. Charles H. Stinson, who has checks, stamps and cash in Diemer’s
been prominent in Montgomery store, thinkiug it safe, whilst he at
county affairs for years, died at his tended to some business before go
home in Norristown, Friday morn- ing to his home. Two men came to
ing, aged 74 years. He was a mem the store for nails. These were
ber of the State Senate, 1867-1871, kept upstairs, and as the first one
and was Speaker of that body in was prevented by customers coming
1869. He was appointed Judge of in, the second man came in to buy
the Courts to fill the vacancy more nails soon after. The clerk
caused by the death of Judge Ross, went upstairs for more, and the
and waB afterwards nominated by man took the %ox and fled. The
the Republican party for the same box and checks were found along
position, but was defeated by the the railroad but the man and hun
Democratic candidate, Hon. B. dred dollars have not yet been
Markley Boyer. He was one of found. The supposition is that these
the organizers of the First National men were watching Mr. Leidy and
Bank, and President of the Board would have followed him to his
of Trustees of the Hospital for the home.
Insane at Norristown, since its
And Now a Milk Trust.
organization. Deceased leaves a
widow who was Miss Emily FreedCapitalized at $10,000,000 and
ley ; a son, C. Henry Stinson, long destined to control the milk trade
associated with his father in legal of Philadelphia and, vicinity, a
practice; and a daughter, Mrs. trust has been organized, with
Mary Emily, wife of Lieutenant offices at 931 Chestnut street. Arti
Wm. H. Bean, of the Second Uni cles of incorporation were filed in
ted States Cavalry, the couple be New Jersey a month ago, represent
ing now absent in Europe. He also ing a nominal capitalization of
leaves a brother, Francis G. Stin $500,000, which is to be increased
son, President of the First National to $10,000,000. The prime mover
Bank. His sister, Dr. Mary H., is C. E. Baird, who says the object
Stinson, one of the first women of the trust is to control the whole
physicians in the country, was the milk and cream supply of Philadel
founder of the “ Stinson Home for phia, wholesale and retail, and inci
Aged Women” in Norristown.
dentally to do a business in cheese.

New Almshouse Hospital on tbe

Way.
The County Commissioners and
the Directors of the Poor held a
joint meeting at the Commissioners’
office at Norristown, Wednesday of
last week, for the purpose of arriv
ing at a mutual understanding in
relation to the new hospital build
ing at tbe almshouse, a needed im
provement that the Directors have
asked for and the Commissioners
decided to make. Several archi
tects were present and various
plans were discussed. The Com
missioners have decided that the
cost of the building is not to ex
ceed $20,0t)0, and have Set aside
that amount for the erection of the
building. It is understood that the
Poor Directors desire that the stone
quarried upon the Almshouse prop
erty be used in the foundation for
the hew structure.
SOLD AT SHERIFF’S SALE.

Among the properties disposed of
at public sale by Sheriff J. K. Light
at Norristown, last week, were the
following i
House and two tracts in Lower
Providence, Araham H. Detwiler,
$3,000. J. R. Warner.
Farm of 32 acres and 107 perches
-in Upper. Providence, John ¿1.
Longacre, $500. The National
Bank of Phcenixville, Pa.
Mill building and lot of land at
Areola Station, in Upper Provi
dence, Frank W. Wetberill, $25.
George W. Rogers, attorney.
—Farm of 91 acres 116 perches, in
Lower Providence and Skippack
townships, J. Quincy Hunsicker,
administrator, $4200. William H.
Anders.
Price of Brooms Booming.

Philadelphia manufacturers and
dealers in brooms, anticipating an
advance in the price of broom corn,
have again increased pricefe. This
is the third increase since December
1. Tbe wholesale price is now $2
to $3 per dqzen, a total increase of
88 cents. Retailers are asking 25
and 30 cents for a single broom
that less than six months ago sold
for 15 cents. Good brooms sold
for 40 and 45 cents. This sharp and
continued rise is due to an unnsual
scarcity in the broom supply.
Broom corn is grown extensively
only in fonr counties in Illinois,
with the toWn of Areola as the
trade centre. Kansas, Nebraska
and Oklahoma have in late years
contributed to the supply. In all
of these sections tbe crop last sum
mer was a general failure. What
corn could be bought was purchased
largely by a Chicago syndicate,
which succeeded in controlling tbe
market. ’
Jurors Rebuked.

At court last week, after being
out more than 24 hours tbe jury in
the case of George ’Widener, a
Pottstown hotelkeeper, charged
with, selling liquor to boys and
girls under age, brought in a ver
dict of acquittal, but placed the
costs on the defendant. Judge
Swartz was highly indignant and
severely censured the jury. He
said in p a rt; “ I fail to Bee how
twelve men of good judgment could
reach such a verdict. Tbe evidence
in the case was of tbe best, and if
it could not seenre a conviction
then there is no use in - bringing
such cases to court.” His Honor
stated that were it not for the fact
that there were so many cases yet
to be-tried he would immediately
dismiss the jury from the court.
Continuing, Judge Swartz said he
was firmly convinced that Mr. Wid
ener had dispensed liquor to minors
and that he did not think be would
be doing his proper duty were be
to again grant him a license. He
accordingly revoked the license
granted Mr. Widener and issued an
order to that effect.
Montgomery County Roads
Poetized.

Tbe following jingling lines from
tbe Tr&hsdript, were written last
week by a Montgomery county
clergyman—until recently of Ne
braska—after he bad made a trip on
wheels from Collegeville to Skippack. That the writer survived the
journey and had courage enough
remaining in stock to indite good
poetry, may be accepted as evidence
that be has tbe ability to preach
sermons that will keep his parishoners awake :

8pring tiredn ees is due to an Impoverished
condition of the blood and Is cured by Hood’s
Sarsaparilta, which enriches the blood.

ptUVATE SALE OF

FRESH COWS!

Cows and H o rses!

Personal P ro p e rty !

H.

HARNESS

pUBLIC SALE OF

Personal P ro p e rty !
Will be sold at public sale, on FRIDAY,
MARCH 24, 1899, at the residence of the
undersigned, on what is known as the'
Michael Scbrack farm, in the -borough ot
Trappe, —he following described personal
property : 8 good horses. Nos, I and 2, 5
and 18 years old, both good workers
and fearless of steam or trolley cars.
,No. 8, a good general purpose horse.
10 cows ; good milkers, äaggri!
shoats, 50 pairs chickens, 2-horseJ’2j£*
farm wagon with hay ladders; 2-horse
Champion wagon, express wagon, cart, fallY T ^ in g to p carriage in good condition ;
rT**it* ElIl6 horse powar and thresher, Rob
erts thresher and cleaner, Heebner fodder
cutter, new ; mowing machine, 2 grain drills,
Osborne hay tedder, good as new ; Thomas
hay tedder, good hay rake, Syracuse plow,
springtooth harrow, spike harrow, 2 culti
vators, plank rollers, corn marker ; 8 sets
lead harness, set express harness, set light
harness, set cart harness—all as good as
new ; plow lines, blind and headhalters,
collars, timber, cow and other chains, grind
stone, bone mill, 8 grain cradles, scythe,
forks, rakes, shovels, hay hook and pulleys,
beam—400 lbs.; 200 bushels corn on cob, 50
bushels oats, 20 tons good timothy hay, 500
sheaves cornfodder, 9 acres grain in the
ground, 22 milk cans, nearly new ; kitchen
dresser, tables, chairs, bureau, bedsteads, 2
washstands, sewing machine, and numerous
articles not mentioned. Sale at 12 o’clock,
sharp. Conditions : 3 months’ credit on
sums exceeding $15.
MRS. W. 8. BUCKWALTER.
W. M. Pierson, auct. B. Weikel, clerk.

pUBLIC (SALE OF

Household Goods!
Will be sold at public sale, on WEDNES
DAY, MARCH 29, 1899, on the premises of
the undersigned, In the borough of College
ville, Montgomery county, Pa., the following
household goods,: One cook stove, good
baker ; one heater stove, one parlor stove,
lot of pipe, one gasoline stove, farmers’
boiler, (22 gallon) ; lot of cane-seated
chairs, rocking chairs, extension table, din
ing-room table, 2 stands, beds and bedding,
lounge, American sewing machine in good
order, looking glasses, tin and earthen ware,
lot of dishes, tubs and buckets, frying pans,
roasting pans, benches and boxes, knives and
forks, pots and jars, washing machine, fivegallon oil can, milk shelf, meat barrel, cop
per kettle with stenner, screen doors, win
dow screens, lot of carpet by the yard,
shovels, rakes, hoes, iron hog trough, and
many other articles that will be gathered to
gether by day of sale. Sale at 1 o’clock.
Conditions by
MARGARET A. ZIMMERMAN.
L. H. Ingram, auct. J. M. Zimmerman, cl’k.

Q O A REWARD

For the apprehension and deten
tion of the person who has been stealing
corn from my crib.
LEWIS ROYER, Trappe, Pa.

W

ANTED.

W

ANTED.

A man to take charge and work a
small farm. Apply at
THIS OFFICE.

F

A man to work on a farm. Address,
BOX 228, Norristown, Pa.

or r en t .

House and lot for rent at Ironbridge ;
In good condition ; small family desired.
Apply to
I. P. WILLIAMS,
9mar.
Royersford.

—
• --------------------------------------------- —
or r en t .

F

A part of a house in Evansburg ; 5
rooms and ball, outkitchen ; large garden
and yard. -Apply to
8. F. HEYSER,
9mar4t.
Lower Providence, Pa.

.
The Upper Providence Square Harness
F
Shop, together with house and garden. Ap
or r en t

ply to or address
HORACE ASHENFELTER,
3-9-4t.
Oaks, Pa.

or rent .
House and 12 Acres near Shannonville.
F
Apply to
ALBERT CRAWFORD,

8-2-3t.

- _ Shannonville, Montg. Co., Pa.

Estate of John B. Conway, late of Up
E
O|t RENT.
per Providence township, Montgomery Co., F A good farm of 145 acres. Apply to
Pa., 'deceased. Letters testamentary upon
MARY and EMMA ZIMMERMAN.

said estate having been granted to the un Near Providence Square, Montg, Co., Pa.
dersigned, notice is hereby given to all per
sons indebted to the estate to make immedi
or rent .
ate settlement, and to those having claims
A part of a house in Collegeville. Ap
You may tell about Nebraska and tbe sand against the same to present them without
ply to
-MRS. MARY BERTOLET,
delay to
8, B. SOWER, Executor,
hills of tbe-West,
2-23.
X
Trappe, Pa.
Mont Clare, Pa.
Tbe hot winds of the prairies, tbe grass 16mar.
hoppers and tbe re st;
or r en t .
state notice .
A Brlnghnrst house In Trappe. For
Or the blooming state of Kansas, with its
Estate
Of
Anna
Gotwala,
late
of
Lowpr
particulars call on or aadress
rattlesnakes and toads,
Providence township, Montgomery county,
8sep.
A. C. POLEY, Trappe, Pa.
But you can’t tell my experience on Mont Pa., deceased. Letters of administration
upon said estate having been granted to the
gomery county roads.
or rent .
v. '' undersigned, notice is hereby given to all
A Bringhurst house at Collegeville.
You may talk about Missouri, with Its persons indebted to the estate to make im
FRANK M. HOBSON,
mediate payment and those having claims Apply to
gumbo and Its fleas,
Collegeville, Pa.
against the same to present them, without 8dec.
Or the state of. South Dakota, where tbe delay,
to .
mercury will freeze; •
ROGER D. GOTWALS, Administrator,
or r ent .
Eagleville, Pa.
Or tbe far-off state of Utah, where the Mor 2-93 6t.
Farm of 140 Acres In Upper Provi
dence township. Address,
mons live and bud,
A. ÇORNISH, Mont Clare, Pa.
state notice .
But they fall before tbe vision of Montgomery '
Estate of Elizabeth Place, late of the
county mud.
bofough of Trappe, Montgomery county, de
ir e i f ir e i—notice .
You may talk of Colorado, with its “ Silver-. ceased. Letters of administration oh laid
The members of the Mutual Fire In
estate having been granted to. the under
_ ites” and “ Pope”
signed, all persona indebted to the estate surance Company “of Montgomery county are
hereby
notified that a contribution was
Or Mqptana and Wyoming where rain in will make immediate settlement, and those
having claims against the same will present levied on February 15, 1899, of One Dollar
summer stops,
on each One Thousand Dollars of Ordinary
Or the “ blizzards” of the mountafns and# them to
Risks, and the Rates fixed on Preferred and
J.
WARREN
KOOKEN,
Administrator,
beyond the mountains, too ;
Hazardous Risks, for which each member of
2feb.
Trappe, Pa. said
Company is insured, and that J. Evans
But tell the worst of Montgomery's mud,
Isett,
Treasurer of said Company, will at
you can’t begin to do 1
tend at his office, East Corner Main and
state notice .
Estate of D. H. Allebacb, late of Col Cherry Streets, in the borough of Norris
legeville, Montgomery county, deceased. town, to receive said assessments from date.
Lenton Season---AtIuutic City.
Extract of Charter, Section 6th.-j-“ Any
Letters testamentary on the above estate
Perfect weather—perfect service at excel having been granted the undersigned, ail member falling to pay Ms Or. her assessment
or
tax within 4o days after tke above publi
persons
Indebted
to
said
estate
are
requested
lent hotels—perfect service to and fro via.
make immediate payment, and those hav cation shall forfeit and pay for such neglect
Philadelphia'and Reading Route, Atlantic to
ing legal claims, to present the same with double such rates.”
City Railroad, connecting Philadelphia with out delay to
The 40 days’ time for payment of said tax
will date from March 6,1899. Persons send
ELIZABETH H. ALLEBACH,
Atlantic City by frequent fast Express trains
ing
money by mail must accompany the
HARRY
T.
ALLEBACH,
equipped with coaches of most modern
same with postage in order to receive a re
ABRAM T. ALLEBACH,
style, and Pullman Parlor Cars. Engines
ceipt therefor.
Executors.
Burn Hard Coal. No Smoke.
J. EVANS ISETT, Treasurer.
{goliegeville, Pa.
26jan.

F

F

F

F

E

F

E

REAL E ST A T E !

I am selling at my stdek farm at Fairview
Estate of Francis Bloomer, deceased. By
Village, a car-load of fresh cows, di-®gfrifr virtue df an order of the Orphans' Court of
rect from Cumberland valley. G oodJ^jC . Montgomery county, will be exposed to pub
sizes and shapes and big milkers. Come and lic saie on tbe premises at Evansburg, In
see them.
MILTON 8WARTLEY.
Lower Providence township, said county, on
SATURDAY, APRIL 1, 1899, at 1 o’clock,
p. m., all that certain messuage and lot of
PUBLIC SALE OF
ground situate in said village of Evansburg,
fronting on the Germantown turnpike road,
adjoining lands of late Frederick G. kraft,
Samuel F. Heyser, the Episcopal Church
Will be sold at public sale, on MONDAY, parsonage,. Hon. H. K. Boyer and others,
MARCH 20, 1899, at Black Rock Hotel, 20 containing 2 acres, 13 perches of land, more
fresh cows, 6 horses. Thesg^jjÄ or less.
The improvements are a two-story frame
^cow s are mostly fresh ; t,hc IP*W
.remainder, springers. They are well dwelling house with porch in front and atSi—.:l'Ss tic, containing eight rooms; a barn
worth the attention of purchasers.
with stabling for 2 horses and 2
One extra line Holstein bull, 18 months old,
cows, 2 wagon sheds, chicken bouse
weighs 1000 pounds, and hard to beat. The
and-other necessary outbuildings ;
horses are good workers and drivers, and In
clude a gray horse 10 years old, Weighing a well ot neverfaillng water at the house, a
over 1500 and a good actor ; a bay, 8 years fine orchaid containing apple, pear and other
old, good worker, handy In c a r t; a sorrel, 5 fruit trees. The place Is in excellent order
years old, good worker and driver. Also and repair; Conveniently located to churcheB,
several low-priced horses, and a pair of good schools, stores, within % of a mile from the
mules. Lumber wagon, with pole and Collegeville station on the Perkiomen Kailshafts ; 2 driving buggies, and other arti road, aud a few minutes walk from the trol
ley cars of the Sehuylkill Valley Traction
cles. Bale at 1 o’clock. Conditions by
Company leading from Norristown to Col
ELLIS BUTT.
legeville. Sale absolute. Conditions made
J. G. Fetterolf, auct. I. E. Miller, clerk.
known on day of sale. The premises can be
viewed previous to the sale by calling on
pUBLIC SALE OF
Samuel F. Heyser, living next door.
JOHN BAKER, Administrator.
J ohn- MV. Bickbl, Attorney, Ncrrlstown, Pa.
Will be sold at public sale, on THURS L. H. Ingram, auct.
DAY, MARCH 23, 1899, on the premises,
formerly occupied by J. R. Thomas, in
B. LAPP’S PUBLIC SALE
Lower Providence township, half mile east of
OF
Evansburg, the following personal property ;
a g g ^ O n e cow, will be fresh on day of sale.
-Three horses. No. 1, a gray
^
horse, coming 7 years old, works-At SCHWENKSVILLE, on THURSDAY,
well in all harne: s ; Nos. 2 and 3 ^
MARCH 28, 1899, at J. U. Hendricks’
are good farm horses. Chickens by“"*
Hotel :
the pound. Farming Implements : Im
50 sets fine harness.
proved Champion reaper and binder, Rob
22 sets fancy nickel and rubber-mounted
erts thresher and cleaner, Ellis tread power, brack harness.
horse rake, mowing machine, harrows, plows,
6 sets nickel and rubber-mounted light
cultivators,-2-horse corn cultivator, roller, double carriage harness.
wiunowing mill, feed cutter, 2 farm wagons,
10 sets light and heavy express harness,
market wagon ; forks, rakes, shovels, hoes, brass and nickel mounted.
etc. Four sets of double .harness, set ex
12 sets light and h-Caiy farm or team har
press harness, blind and headha}ters,,single ness, made up in different styles.
and double trees, breast chains,. Hay and
Any one in need of harness should come to
straw by the ton, cornfodder by the’bundle, this sale, and you will at once be convinced
corn in the ear by the bushel, and numerous that my harness are finer and more service
articles not specified. Also fifteen acres oi able than any other make sold at public sale.
grain in the ground. Sale at I o’clock. For-full particulars see hand bills. Sale to
Conditions on,4ay of sale by
commence at 1 o’clock, p. m. Conditions
J. R. THOMAS.
by
H. B. LAPP.
L. H. Ingram, auct. John Casselberry, clerk P. U. .Hendricks, auct. I. H. Johnson, cl’k.

state notice .

E

QRPIIANS’ COURT SALE OF

pUBLIC (SALE OF

Personal P ro p e rty !
Will be,sold at public side,.on THURS
DAY, MARCH 16, 1899, at the residence of
the undersigned near Oaks Station? In Up
per Providence township, the following per
sonal property: Three Horses. No. 1, bav
mare 6_years old, 16 hands high, an active
driver and an extra fine, strong
worker ; quiet single and double.
No. 2, dark bay mare, 15 hands
high, Kentucky bred, coming 4
years old, good style and action ; partly
broken. No. 3, Dark brown-mare, 5 years
Old, 15% hands high ; shows good style and
action, quiet single and double. Four year
ling males, Kentucky bred, and very fine.
Twenty cows, 11 with ’calves, 2 fat ;
the others in good milking condition.
22 ewes with lambs. Large, strong carp,
suitable for one or three horses ; set 16 ft.
hay ladders. Cope’s sausage cutter, a good
one. Fallingtop buggy In good shape, freshly
painted and repaired. Hallock potato dig
ger, a good one. Other articles not men
tioned. Sale at 1 o’clock, sharp. Condi
tions :. Three months credit on sums of $20
and upward.
MILTON I. DAVIS.
J. G. Fetterolf, auct. J. R. Davis, clerk.

jpUBLIC SALE OF

Personal P ro p e rty !
Will be sold at public sale, on SATUR
DAY, MARCH 25, 1899, at the residence of '
the late Isaiah Bradford, deceased, in the
borough of Collegeville, Pa., the following
described personal property : 2 new wheel- .
l#arrow8, scythe and sneathe, 12 ft. ladder,
lot of ladder rounds, grindstone, work
bench, fall set of carpenter tools, such as
planes of all kinds, hand saws, 1 wood ssw,
compass saws, hatchets, axes, spirit level,
squares, gauges, chisels, shaving buck, &c.,
rakes, forks, shovels,' post spade, grubbing
hoe ; chicken coops, boards, one cord of fire
wood ready for use, about one cord of club
wood, 12 pairs barred Plymouth Rock chick
ens by the pound, a lot of new hemlock V
and white pine boards by the foot, chicken
manure by the barrel, lot of manure, lot- of
batting, meat tub, lawn mower, 2 tool
chests, lot of sash, a full, set of sash tools,
lot of bean poles, tool box.
Housebdld Goods : Sausage entter and
stuffer, half-doz. cane-seated chairs, bureau,
2 washstands, 2 dining tables, breakfast
table, lot of chairs, 3 rocking chairs, 3 pair
bedsteads, lounge, settee, mirrors, 2 cup
boards, clock, cook stove, parlor stove (selffeeder)’, bedroom stove, 60 yards of home
made carpet, 18 yards stair carpet, oilcloth,
crockery ware, glassware, stair rods and fix
tures, feather beds, pillows, holsters, bed
clothes, wash basket, bottles, jars, wlndoV
shades, coal scuttle, pictures and frames,
lamps, iron kettles, boilers, pans, tea ket-tles, cherry seeder, earthenware, a preserv
ing safe, flat irons, ironing hoard, buckets,
and many articles not mentioned, which will
be bunted together by day of sale. Sale to
commence at 1 o’clock. Conditions, cash.
ELIZABETH L. BRADFORD.
L. H, Ingram, auct. F. C. Prizer, clerk.

rjiw o DAYS’ PUBLIC SALE

A t Lam b H otel, Trappe.
The subscriber, retiring from business,
will sell at public sale at the Lamb Hotel,
Trappe, Pa., on days below stated, his per
sonal property : THURSDAY, MARCH 23,
1899 : Good horse, 10 years old ; lot wagon,
express^wagon and calf-racks ; buggy, spindie buggy, top buggy and German
town wagon, both In good order;
,shifting carriage pole, hay ladders,
sleigh, sled, 2 wheelbarrows, hand
water cart, harness of all kinds, new pole
straps, sleigh bells, iron water .trough, tim
ber and cow chains, calf muzzles, some new ;
rope and pulleys, other ropes, lawn mower,
hedge shears, pruning hooks, ice tongs, 600
pound platform scales, 350 pound Custer
scale, shovels, hoes, new pick, forks, rakes,
saws, planes, axe, hammers, small anvil,
postspades, hay knife, 2 good ladders, large
board tables and benches, 5 feed chests,
half bushel and other measures, lanterns,
white pine and hemlock lumber for gates,
harness chests, milk cupboards, 60 gallon
oil tank, halters, neck straps, horse blankets
and sheets, buffalo robe, whips, whiskey and
other barrels, iron and lead pipes, buckets,
tubs, butter churn, cooking potatoes, 120
gallons cider vinegar, 5 white African
guineas, ducks, chickens, goose, cedar poles,
lot firewood, coal, hay straw ; one share
Mingo Express Horse Co. stock, 2 shares of
Collegeville Ice Company stock, and many
other articles. Sale at 12.80 sharp.
THURSDAY, MARCH 30,
at 12 o’clock, sharp : Large cooking range,
large bar-room stove, sitting-rwom stove,
(all good), 4 sheet-iron drum), oil stove,
Gov. Penn stove No. 7, several ash bed-room
suits, bedsteads and bureaus, 12 woven wire
bed springs, 12 cotton and husk mattresses,
6 woven wire cotf beds, small tables and
stands, several toilet sets, pillows, bolsters,
comfortables, quilts, blankets, sheets, pillow
cases, bed spreads, woolen coverlets, corner
brackets, mirrors, picture trames, 6 clothes
baskets, other baskets, rockers and arm
chairs, several dozen chairs of all kinds, 250
yards carpet, stair carpet, floor oil cloths,
brooms,lard cans, sewing machine, 2 8-ft.
ash extension tables, other tables, several
dozen each of table cloths, napkins, towels,
cooking utensils of all kinds, fruit jars,
dishes and plates in variety, cups, saucers,
glassware, tumblers, tin and granite ware,
stone jars, pots,' kettles, double roasting
pans, 2 eight-day clocks, 2 lounges, sofa,
corner cupboard, 2 sideboards, large closets,
cellar tables, wash tubs, spinning wheel, 3
iron kettles, hammocks, coffee mill, Enter
prise meat cutter, % Cherry seeders, wasMng
machine, 6 qt. ice cream freezer, 2 large re
frigerators, 2 clothes wringers, clothes lines,
flat irons, dinner bell, 2 wood chests, quilt
ing frames, canned fruit and jellies, and
aboutiOOO other articles.
Conditions : All sums under $10, cash ;
$10 and over, a credit of 90 days by giving a
bankable note, or 2 per cent, off lor cash.
J. B. 8MOYER.
W. M. Pierson, auct.
ggs i i
Having mated my penB for breeding
E
season, will sell eggs from my Golden Laced

Wyandottes and Barred Plymonths. ¡Bred
from the Famous Laying Strains ; 50 cents
per setting ; 3 settings, $1.35. Order early,
as I cannot supply all my customers. Re
member my chickens lay eggs the year
round. Wfll hatch peeps for my customers,
using best incubator.
A. B. HESS,
9mar.
Collegeville, Pa.

.
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R A IL R O A D S.

Philadelphia &'
Reading Railway
Engines Bum Hard Coal—No Smoke
IN EFFECT OCTOBER 4, 1898. ,

Trains Leave Collegeville.
F ob P erkiom en J u n ct io n , B r id Gf I-ort
and P h ila d e lph ia —Week days—6.29, 8.31

a. m.; 12.43, 5.59 p. m: Sundays—6.39
ti. m.; 6.13 p. m.
F or Allen to w n —Week days—9.03,10 24
.a. m.; 3.22, 6.34, pv m. Sundays-^-8.30 a.
m.! 7.45 p. m.

Trains For Collegeville.
L eave P h il a d e l p h ia —Week days—7.36,
9.21 a. m.; 1.36, 5 21, p. m. Sundays—7.06
a. m.; 6.21 p. m.
L eave B r id g e po r t —Week days —8.26,
9.59 a. m.; 2.87, 6.04, p. m. Sundays—7.58
a. m.; 7.08 p. m.
L eave P erkiom en J u nction —Week days
—8 47, 10.12 a. m.;3.00, 6.22, p. m. Sun
days—8.13 a. m.; 7.28 p. m.
L eave A llen to w n — Week days—4.25,
7.10, 10.50 a. m.; 4.85 p. m. Sunday—4.35
a. m.; 4.35 p. m.

• ATLANTIC CITY DIVI8ION;
Leave Philadelphia, Chestnut Street wharf
and South Street wharf, for Atlantic City : .
Weekdays—Express, 9.00 a. m., 2.00, 4.00,
5.00 p- m. Accommodation, 8.00 a. m., 6.30
p. m. Sundays—Express, 9.00. 10.00 a. m.
Accommodation, 8.00 a. m., 4.45 p. m.
Leave Atlantic City Depot : Weekdays—
Express, 7.35, 9.00 a. m., 3 80, 5.80 p. m.
Accommodation, 8.15 a. m., 4 05 p. m. Sun
days—Express, 4.00, 7 30 p. m. Accommo
dation, 7 15 a. m., 4.15 p. m.
For Cape May, Sea Isle City add Ocean
City : Weekdays—9.00 a. m , additional for
Cape May, 4.15 p. m., for Sea Isle City, 5.00
p m., for Ocean City, 4.15, 5.00 p. m. Sun
days—Chestnut Streek 9.15 a. m., South
Street, 9.00 a. m.

R o w B a llo o n « A re M ade.

Balloons are manufactured of gold
beater’s skin, which, though small toy
ones had been made of it, conld not be
produced in sufficient quantities for the
large balloons nntil Colonel Templqr in
vented and perfected the process, which
is briefly as follows:
The gold beater’s skin is made up of
quantities of a certain thin animal
membrane (80,000 of these are reqnired
for a balloon of 10,000 cubic feet ca
pacity), which is first freed from all
fatty substances and then soaked in a
solution of glycerin and water. -They
are then applied to boards cut in the
form and to the size of the gore of the
balloon required. Others are then super
posed, until a thickness of four layers
has been reached, great care being taken
that no air bubbles remain between the
skins. After this fourth layer a method
of strengthening is resorted to in the
shape of a net manufactured of skin.
After this net two or three more layers
of membranes are applied.
The whole is then allowed to dry, and
a solution of boiled linseed oil is used as
a varnish. The fabric is then quite in
dissoluble, and the membranes cannot
by any possible means be separated from
one another, but sometimes, to render
this homogeneity the more perfect, a so
lution of bichromate of potash is sponged
over the fabric.—Pall Mall Magazine.

W h y n o t be w ell?
If you are suffering with any disease of the Kidneys,
Bladder or Urinary Organs, D r. D a vid K e n n e d y ’s
F a vo rite R e m e d y will make you well again. It has
cured cases that bordered on the miraculous.
It quickly cures men and women of inability to hold
urine, and they are not compelled to get up often and make
water at night. It removes the scalding sensation in
passing it, and, when taken according to directions, it
invariably cures pains in the small of the back.
F a vo rite R e m e d y not only cures Stone in the
Bladder and Bright’s Disease, but prevents them
from developing.
One case is that of J ohn J. N eill, of 2011 North
Eighth Street, Philadelphia, Pa. In 1889 he began
' to suffer indescribable miseries from Stone in the
Bladder. An eminent physician said a surgical
operation was necessary. If unsuccessful it meant
death, and Mr. Neill put off the evil day as long as possible.
While in this frame of mind he heard of D r. D a vid
K e n n e d y 's F a vo rite R&medy, and bought it. Before
he had finished the third bottle the gravel was completely
dissolved and his sufferings were at an end.
F a vo rite R e m e d y is a perfect Blood and
Nerve medicine. It restores the liver to a healthy
condition, cures the worst cases of Constipation,
and all diseases peculiar to females. It cures Scrof
ula, Salt Rheum, Rheumatism. Your druggist
will sell you a regular ♦ull-sized bottle for $ 1 .00.

jT

B e a u t ifu l V ie n n e s e W om en *

Vienna, the capital of Austria, is
chiefly noted for producing three things
—coffee, music and women. The word
“jolly*' describes the temper of the
Viennese woman most aptly. She lives
only for today and lets the morrow take
care of itself. She is as good a house
keeper as her German sister, but not
quite so particular. She is quite as eco
nomical. but dresses herself more artis
tically She is just as good a mother,
but a more l9ving wife. She is some
what nervous, and the quarrel with her
I. A. SWEIGARD, EDSON J. WEEKS,
husband is as regular as the amen in
Gen’l Superintendent.
Gen’l Pass. Agent. her prayer. The1 truest and prettiest
type of the beautiful Viennese woman
Reading Terminal, Philadelphia.
is that Which comes from the south. In
common with the majority of her Euro
pean sisters, the Viennese makes mar
riage her goal, bnt retains her girlish
ways, her jolly spirit and much of her
and even to guess at her age is
When in Norristown, Pa., beauty,
not only a crime, but an absurdity.—
Edward A- Steiner in Woman’s Home
STOP AT THE
Companion.
B la n k e t« o t B a r k .

R A M B 0 H O U SE,

*rri\

B E E C H E B S

I

Authors o f Low Prices.
1 . . WHERE WILL YOU BUY. ?

W hen In

Pottstow n, j

------------------------

B R E N D L IN G E R S

Water hemlock is a deadly plant com
mon in most country neighborhoods
Its roots are eaten often in spring by
mistake for some edible root, and death
frequently results Cattle are often poi
Old and new patrons cordially received. I
soned by drinking water in marshes
Ample accommodations for man and beast. where it grows
The poison hemlock from which the
Terms reasonable.
Greeks made poisons is a near relative
Make the Hartranft House your head to the water hemlock. It stands from
quarters when in town.
12ma.
two to seven feet high and has clusters
of small white flowers and large, pars
leylike leaves The stalk, being hollow,
is often made into whistles by country
boys and many children are poisoned in
this fashion.

NORRISTOWN, PA.

B®- Furniture

Fresh From the Factories, now
Oh Exhibition at the

fS T COLLEGEVILLE

Furniture Warerooms ]
We are now prepared to offer
our customers goods at prices
never before beard of,
Our line of Chamber Suits, at prices rang
ing from $12 to $50, are the best in the
market, and are well worth inspection. .
Parlor Suits in Hair Cloth, Brocatelle and
Bilk Tapestry, from $15 to $50, are bard to
be equalled.
Sideboards, from $8.50 to $30, in Solid
Oak, fancy tops and plate glasses, are the
finest.
Dining Room Cbalrs, Fancy Rockers,
Lounges, Coucher, Hall Racks and Fancy
Book Cases, that cannot fail to attract your
attention, both iu quality and price.
We carry a full line of Ruga, Carpet
Sweepers, Toilet Sets, Fancy Lamps, Dinner
and Tea Sets.
Bed Springs, Mattresses, Pillows, Bolsters,
Feathers, and Bedding of all kinds.
Our line of Carpets is complete. Best
Ingrain at 50 cents ; good at 40 cents ; fair
at 32 cents.
Picture Frames made to order.
Window Shades of all kinds. We are sell
ing a good 8pring Roller Shade at 25 cpnts.
Make your selections early, while stock is
complete.
Repairing and upholstering attended to
promptly.
All goods delivered free.

i l FURNISHING Sf

Undertaker *» Embalmer
Orders entrusted to my charge will receive
the most careful and painstaking attention.

John L. Bechtel,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
«’P eone No. 18.

M ixed B e rr ie s .

A yonng tailor named Berry, lately
succeeded to his father's business once
sent in his account to Charles Matthews
somewhat ahead of tim s whereupon
Matthews with virtuous rags wrote
him the following note
“ You must be a goose—Berry to send
me yOur hill—Berry, before it is due—■
Berry. Your father, the elder—Berry,
would have had more senss You may
look very black—Berry, and feel very
blue—Berry, but I don’t care a straw-—
Berry for you and your bill—Berry.
“Cyclopsedia of Anecdotes "

i

ROOT TUBERCLES.
D iffe r e n ce s In t h e G a lls Upon
a n d W a x B e a n Roots«

Pen

The whole subject of root tubercles Is
a comparatively new one, and there is
much to be found out about it. It, how
ever, seems settled that a close relation
ship exists between the taking np of
the free nitrogen by plants and the
presence of galls upon their roots. The
majority of plants do not have such
root tnbercles, as, for example, the ce
reals, potatoes and the like, while clo
vers and cloVerlike plants are generally
gall bearing where the circumstances
are favorable for their formation. When
a soil is rich in combined nitrogen, the
tnbercles are less liable to form than
when the soil is poor in snch substances.
The host plant needs to be “hungry”
for nitrogen for the full development
of the tubercles. These galls are pro-

Those sufferers who wish to try F a vo rite
R e m e d y before buying should send their full
postoffice address to the D r . D a vid K ennedy C or
po r a tio n , Rondout, N. Y,, and mention this paper. A
. free sample bottle will be sent them prepaid, together with
full directions for using. This is a genuine offer, and all
our readers can depend upon it.

L y m a n B e e c h e r & Son,

P o iso n Hemlock.«

■

Sample Bottle Free.

In Ecuador, one of the South Ameri
can republics, the bark of a tree which
Be careful you do not pay fancy prices for your merchandise.
grows on the slopes of the Andes is
(Opposite Court Hcuse).
Utilized for the making of blankets.
See If W e A re N ot B argain H eadquarters
The blanket is over six feet long and
----- oOo----over five feet wide and is as soft and FOR DRY GOODS AND NOTIONS BEFORE BUYING ELSEWHERE. For over fifty
J g g P First-class Accommodations for Man pliable as though it were made of flan
years that has been our aim.
nel. It is about the thickness of a good
and Beast.
flannel blanket and can be rolled up and
pnt in a strap without hurting or injur ALL OUR COATS w ill be sold a t HALF PRICE.
Stabling for 100 horses. Rates reasonable.
ing i t
We can save you money on everything you need. Our low prices prove that we give
This tree or bark blanket is merely a the bargains of the season, and without a doubt it pays to trade at Beechers.
Both English and German spoken.
strip of bark cut from a section, of the
trunk of the blanket or demajagua tree
——oOo----We solicit your valued patronage. The Old Reliable Dry Goods
The Indians make a cutting around the House.
P. K. Cable, Proprietor. trunk to get it, and they prepare it by
soaking it in water nntil it is soft. It
is then pounded go that the rongh out
side can be stripped off and the inside
John L. Burkert,
P O T T S T O W N , I P .A alone left The inside is of fine fibers so
joined together by nature that it makes
PROPRIETOR OF
a beautiful blanket, warm enough to
be used as a cover and soft enongh for
a mattress.

HARTRANFT HOUSE,

ItA llM S W D E p J

Great ISncUruxar Sale !
You w ill wonder when you see it.
We have net ceased wondering sinee the Manufacturers showed us the lot.
ean do it is a mystery.

How they

Our salespeople will be glad to show you what these lines only half tell. You need
not buy if you can resbt.
LOT 1—Consisting of
Ladies’- Corset Covers (2 styles).
Children’s Under Waists.
Children’s Drawers.

10 CENTS

Think of being able to buy well-made,
full size garments for 10c.
LOT 2 Ladles’ Drawers,
Ladies' Chemises,
Children’s Drawers,
Ladies Corset Covers (2 styles).

15 CENTS

LOT 4—
Ladies’ Night Gowns,
Ladies’ Corset Covers,
Ladies’ Drawers (2 styles),
Ladies’ Skirts,
Ladles’ Chemise.

50 CENTS

The cloth and trimming cost more than
we ask for the complete garment.

/S
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SEEP CORN.

>
TWO PEA ROOTS SHOWING TUBERCLES,

dneed by micro organisms closely re
lated to the bacteria. They make their
entrance from the soil through the ten
der cell walls of the younger portions of
the roots and induce a cell growth in
the region of the invasion that results
in a tubercle.
In some unknown way the tubercle
germs are able to lay hold of and adapt
the free nitrogen for the use of the
plant that is bearing the galls. To a
certain extent the number and size of
the galls may be taken as an index of
the success of the plant.
There is a marked difference between
the galls upon the roots of leguminous
plants; for example, those of the pea
are quite unlike those of the b%an.
This is brought ont in the cuts, made
from snn prints of the roots and their
galls. From the great difference in size,
shape and distribution, one might easily
think that the galls were caused by dis
tinct kinds of germs, hut there is no
marked distinction in the micro organ
isms when studied with the microscope.
It is true that a germ that has grown
upon a certain crop plant is more at
home upon that kind of host. In other
words, soil extract from an old pea field
will produce galls upon the pea roots in
new land better than upon clover or
any other crop.
The foregoing illustrated talk upon
root tubercles, originally given in The
Rural New Yorker by Professor B. D.
Halsted, leads that gentleman to a fur
ther word upon soil inoculation, as fol
lows:
The study of the tubercle germs has
gone so far that now they are isolated
and sold in the market under the trade
name of “Nitragin. ” This is a “ start
er” in land when the germs are not
present. Very good results have come
from the nse of this germ fertilizer. A
small bottle of it is enongh to make a
difference of tons of yield in certain
crops, as shown by experiment at the
Alabama station with crimson clover
and hairy vetch. Of course, soil that
contains the germs may be used in the

LOT 5—/
,
Ladies’ Skirts (2 styles),
Ladles’ Night Gowns,
Ladies’ Chemise,
Ladies’ Drawers.

An electrical engineer who stutters
once endeavored to be cured of the
habit, and for that purpose went to Un
institution near Boston. The manager,
questioning him, asked
“ Do yon stammer ¿11 the time?'
“ Nun-nun-nun-no, sir; o-o-o-only
whu-whu-whn-when I t-t-t-talk, sir. ’
—Electrical Review.

mm d e is h e r ’s

BUYGOODSINCHICAGO

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

One

ple have never seen.

Here are goods worth from $1.00 to $1.25—
a great saving.

LOR 8—
Ladies’ Night Gowns,
Ladies’ Drawers (2 styles),
Ladles’ Chemises,
Ladies’ Corset Covers.

LOT 6—
Ladies’ Night Dresses (2 styles),
Ladies’ Skirts,
Ladles’ Drawers,
Ladies’ Chemise.

498 Men’s A ll-wool Suits,
Unequaled Value, a perfect line of styles, all ready sellers.

BLACK CHEVIOT - and - M IXED CASSIMERS
Beats anything you have ever seen for the money,.

Overcoats and Storm Coats For

H E R M A N W E T Z E L ’S,
THE LEADING CLOTHING STORE,

66 and 68 M ain St., N orristow n, Opp. Post Office.

•Y oWelluandCdecidedly
a n better
Dothana s
-= Y o u —
Gan any where else by placing your orders with us. We defy competi

mwwmm
m

D e s ig n s
C o p y r ig h t s A c .

Anyone sending a sketch and description may
quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an
invention is probably patentable. Communica
tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patents
sent free. Oldest agency for securing patents.
Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive
gpecial notice, without charge, in the

—FÜLL LINE OFlife
»‘PPJ

CONFECTIONERT
lee Cream, Water lees, and Oys
ters in Season.

Have you tried the Catalogue system of buying
EVERYTHING you use at Wholesale Prices? We
can save you 15 to 40 per cen t on your purchases.
We are now erecting and will own and occupy the
highest building In America, employ 2,000 clerks
filling country orders exclusively, and will refund
purchase price it goods don’t suit you.
Our General Catalogue—1,000 pages, 16,000
illustrations. 60,000 quotations—costs us 72
cents to print and mail. We will send it to you
upon receipt of 15 cents, to show your good faith.

MONTGOMERY
WARD & CO.
MICHIGAN AVE. AND MADISON ST.
CHICAGO.

F ran k H. Deisher,
21oc.

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

KEELEY - CURE
For Drunkenness removes all desire
and necessity for liquor, and restores one to
his normal condition. Tell your friend who
has lost his business or family through drink
to call or write for free book.
THE KEELEY INSTITUTE,
Hau. .
812 N. Broad St., Phila., Pa.

A handsomely illustrated weekly. Largest cir

culation of any scientific journal* Terms, f 3 a
year; four months, f L Sold by all newsdealers.

milNN
& Co.36,Broadw,y’ New York
Branch Office. 626 F St.. Washington, D. C.

OF

W. J. Thompson,

The Independent
FOR

And Dealer in
the best

B e e f , V eal & M utto n .
Visits Collegeville, Trappe, and vicinity on
Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday mornings
of each week. Thankful to the public for
past favors he Invites continued patronage.
Highest cash price paid for calves.
12ma.

WM. J. THOMPSON.

--------oOo-------If you are not a subscriber,
join the INDEPENDENT’S
large and interesting family of
readers, and don’t postpone do
ing a good thing.'
The INDEPENDENT does
not aim to publish a great quan
tity of reading matter of an in
different or trifling character.
Quality, not mere quantity,
should be the first consideration
of every well conducted news- .
paper.

Great Slaughter in Prices !—Foi
the next 30 days I will reduce Hand-made
Harness to Factory Prices. A ny one order
ing harness in the next 30 days may have the
benefit of these prices,—everything else in
proportion. Blankets, Saddles, Bridles, Boots,
Whips, Btable Brooms, Combs, Brushes, etc.
Also a lot of choice grade Cigars. Boo
trade a specialty. . ,

W. E JOHNSON,
PROVIDENCE SQUARE, PA

The readers of tbe

I N D E P E N D E N T are its
friends and they are trne to the
newspaper that has served
them for 20 years and more.
True friends are the “ salt of
the earth.”

m

m

HoosSys P iiis

PATENTS,
Caveats and Trade Marks obtained, and all
Patent Business conducted for M 01) E R A TM
F E E S. Our office is opposite the U. S. Pat
ent Office, We have no sub-agents, all busi
ness direct, hence can transact patent busi
ness in less time and at less cost than those
remote from Washington.
Send model, drawing, or photo, with de
scription. We adyise if patentable or not,
free of charge. Our fee not due till patent
is secured. A book, “ How to Obtain Pat
ents,” with references to actual clients in
your State, county, or town. Address
C. A. SNOW & CO.,
Opposite Patent, Offiee. Wanhincrton. TV Cl.

If You

^COLLEGEVILLE-^

Have

JjEAD ANIMALS

Carriag,e-:-Works!
R. H. GRATER, Prop’ry

Anything1

<27

r am building ouly'what has been ordered
at prices as low as possible. It will be to
your interest to order if in need of anything
in my line.

Removed Free of Charge.

To sell and want to sell it, ad

Send word either by ’phone or mall. Key
stone ’Phone No. 624 at my residence, or
Bell ’Phone at Shepard’s Perkiomen Bridge
Hotel.

vertise in tbe INDEPENDENT
and you will sell it. Adver
tising pays every time.

Repairing of all kinds will receive prompt
and careful attention

All animals killed in most humane man
ner possible.

Real Estate, Personal Prop

“ TRIED-TRUE’’

Address postal cards or letters to

3-81.

SKIPPACK, PA.

II

erty and Live Stock Sales, or
Sales of any kind, advertised in
the INDEPENDENT, are sore
to attract bidders and buyers.

H, GRIOTS SONS,

All Kinds of Carriages
and Business Wagons.

That is the vbrdiet render
ed by ,every "one who uses

The New No. 9

M,ii

(SUCCESSORS TO GRISTOCK & VANDERSLICE.)

Collegeville, Pa.,
DEA.LEBS IK

White and Yellow Pine, and Hemlock

LU M BER ,

Get Y our
Posters

Various grades, dressed and undressed.

SH IN G L E S, split and sawed.
PICKETS, CEDAR AND CHESTNUT
RAILS.
WAX BEAN ROOT SHOWING TUBERCLE.

lame way, and in some instances a ton
or less of old soil, where a clover or
clover like crop has been grown, may
be spread upon land new to the same
crop there to be grown, with excellent
results. During the past year, in one
experiment at the Plant hospital, I
found that soil from old pea land made
a striking difference upon new soil, in
the larger growth and deeper green col
or of the pea plants. The yield of pods
was also increased.

L e h i g h and Schuylkill

COAL. - - COAL.

Or whatever Job Printing! on
may need from time to time, h
the INDEPENDENT Office.
We will try to serve you well
and give full value for value
received.

WHEELER & WILSON

--------oOo--------

Sewing Machine.

The Independent,
Collegeville, Pa.

F L O U R ,

A seedsman gives the warning that
is celery seed is very slow to germinate
people should have patience and not
condemn seed till it has had fair trial. Com, h Bran, * Middlings,
It is sometimes more than three weeks
OATS, L IN SE E D M EAL,
before sprouts start, and they are then
AND GAKE MEAL.
apparently very weak. A thin cloth
spread over the soil and frequently
Buffalo Phosphates, and others. Harri
sprinkled may hasten them.
son’s Town and Country Paint,—second to
none In the market. Also Harrison’s Rough
and Ready Paint,—a cheap durable paint
for barns and fencing.

MAKING A HOTBED.
H ow

to

F e r m e n t tlie M an u re
B u ild Up tlie B ed.

and

i»

:i

H

Enterprise - Marble -W orks.

Monuments, Tombstones,0F ITAiiE NoRRGRAmTEtN MAR’

a ll Hfiiiioasi th a t are

fa y

and m aking

Suhst.ant’ril ’n T-Vt-rv >n
B

K:i-v •<«

V.

THE BALL BEARINGS make
it v e rt -Hgt.it r iiiiU ’-s; A tier f e d
s ti tc h e r on e ith e r >¿ii.i - ■ li.a y y

goods

.»T

uuuumum
JOHN S. K EPLER ,

Undertaker -** Embalmer

Samuel R. lowrey,

Most farmers and small gardeners
depend almost- entirely in heating hot
beds upon the beat- developed by a pile
(Successor to Foi & Mowrey,)
tion and onr work will
of fermenting mannre beneath the beds.
Upon the proper preparation of this the
success of the whol» enterprise will
largely depend, and lack of attention
yon. Try us.
to details will insure failure at thfe out
Cemetery work in all its branches. No contract too ’large or too set. For this reason instructions orig
smtdl for us. All work guaranteed as represented. Finest stock and inally given in a popular way by the
designs to select from.
Kansas station may well be repeated
T
C ! A v r A l l P r o p r i e t o r o f M A R B L E W O R K S , here:
Good horqp stable manure, with not
. -Li. io A 1 L U X l,
C O I il.E G E V lK E E , P A .
too much straw or litter, is the best
material. It should not be fire fanged
or burned out, or it develops only a
very mild heat
About the last of February or 1 st of
March for northern Kansas or earlier,
according to locality, a pile of mannre
H. E. B R A N D T , Proprietor«
sufficient in quantity to make a bed 18
inches deep nnder the sash to be used
(Successor to D. T. Buckwalter.)
should be hauled to the place needed,
forked over evenly, any dry portions be
ing wetted well, and built np into a
IN BUSINESS TEN YEARS.
compact monnd. After a week or ten
•
In the Finest and Latest Designs, at Cow Figures.
days the steaming of this pile will in
Every description of CEMETERY WORK, COPING, GALVANIZED RAILING, &c., dicate that fermentation is well nnder Work Done at Short Notice.
promptly executed.
way, when it should be thoroughly Estimates and Information
fegf" All stock on hand, including Fine Monuments and Tombstones, will be sold at forked over into another pile, pitching
Cheerfully Given.
a sacrifice to make room for new work.
the outer portions of the first toward
the
center
of
the
second,
again
wetting
Address
P.
0.
Box
477, Spring City, Pa.
ROYERSFORD, PA.

H. E. BRANDT, -

Scientific Am erican.

C O PIES

TRAPPE, PA.
THE ROTARY HOOK give*
precision of motion — no' noisy
shuttle.
A CHEAP SEWING MACHINE
is one that does good'work and
lasts a life timq. Get. tbe best and
be fully, satisfied. Always ready
for service. Write for paiticulars.

—EE. P le a s e EE—

Fine Bread & Bate

P atents
* ■KADt ITIAnAO

| aches, and you feel bilious, const!- *
' pated, and out of* tunc, with your (
) stomach sour and no appetite, just (
i buy a package of

I And take a dose, from 1 to 4 pills.
! You will be surprised at how easily1
*they will do their Work, cure your 1
I headache and biliousness, rouse the |
1liver and make you feel happy again, j
j 25 cents. Sold by all medicine dealers..

5 0 YEARS’
EXPERIENCE

1

I Tells the story. When your head!

Such a money saving opportunity our peo 75‘ CENTS

Diamonds may be black as well as
■% •
whits and some are blue, red, yellow,
This is a great reduction from onr former prices,„and similar goods not half as good
green, pink and orange, but there is no as ours are offered for sale at other stores for $3.00 and $8.00 more ; therefore, come toms
violet diamond, although, in addition if you want to save money.
to amethysts there are sapphires ru
bies and garnets of that color
A man endewed with great perfection
without good breeding is like one who
has his pockets full of gold, but always
wants change for his ordinary occasions
—Steels

It is a somewhat common prac
tice to discard the tips and butts of
the ears when shelling the seed for
planting, but the practice is of
doubtful benefit.
A number of
experiment stations in both the
North and South have made re
peated tests of the productiveness
of seed from different parts of the
ear, but these tests have shown no
marked or constant differences in
yeld, even when the selections have
been repeated through several
generations.

G. W . SCHWEIKER,

S a lt F o r S m a ll Clxangre*
25 CENTS
Besides the Maria Theresa 1780 dollars ' Take as many as you wish at this price, -Good enongh for a queen. $2 00 would be
the right price for these goods.
the people of Abyssinia for small change except the gowns. Only 2 to one party.
use a bar of hard crystallized salt, about
The goods are ready to-day ON A SPECIAL COUNTER in rear of store. Don’t
10 inches long and 2 J£ inches broad and
delay if you want bargains.
thick, slightly tapering toward the end,
five of which go to the dollar at the
capitaL It is a token of affection among
B R E n s T D m s r g e r s ,
the natives when friends meet to give
-to-each other a lick of their r espective SO and S2 Main St.
NORRISTOWN, PA,
bars and in this way the material val 213 and 215 I)eKalb St.
ue of the salt is also decreased.
D id n ’t S ta m m e r A ll th e Time«

ail or as even a cohsisffiney as possible:
By another week it will again be in a
strong fermentation and ready to build
into the final bed.
Some prefer to dig a pit of the area
of the frames to be used, into which
the mannre is packed. This is more
protected from the cold, and if the beds
can be left in the same place year after
year it is a good plan. Others prefer to
build the bed on the surface of the
ground, in which case it should be a
foot beyond the area of the frame on
all sides. On the care and skill with
which this final building np of the ma
nure bed is dene much of the success of
the undertaking depends. The material
should be carefully shaken over, made
of even texture throughout, well mois
tened apd thoroughly and evenly tramp
ed down. ' Evenness of settling and
evenness of heat both depend upon the
care with which these instructions are
followed.
The frames are next pnt on, about
five inches of fine, rich garden loam
filled in and the sash pnt in place. The
frames should be well banked around
with strawy mannre to keep ont the
cold. A thermometer in the soil should
he watched, and the heat in a few days
will often be noticed to have run np to
100 degrees. Not until it drops to 80
degrees should seeds be sown, or the
young plants will surely be burned out.
Of the scope of work that may be
done with these hotbeds only a few
things need be mentioned here. Radish
and lettuce for early use will be among
the first things sown, seeds of early
cabbage and canliflower and later of
tomatoes and eggplant. Early Frame ot
Early White Spine encumbers may be
started in small fiats or berry boxes, to
be transplanted into cooler frames later.
One who is provided with a number of
sash need not start all of them as hot
beds. As soon as cabbage and canliflow
er are large enough they should be
transplanted into cold frames, which
are simply the same frames filled with
sqjl without heat below, and managed
as cool as possible, so as to get hard,
firm plants to set in the open ground.
These are only a few hints as to what
may be done with a lot of sash.

My past experience st the business hav
ing proven satisfactory to those whom I have
served, I feel encouraged to continue *my
efforts in the same direction. With a feel
ing of much appreciation for favors received
in the past, I hope to merit the future patron
age of the public.
23?“ Will meet trains at all Stations. Or
ders received by telephone or telegraph. 9 5

990PRICES REDUCED
-----AT-----

: Davis’ Blacksmith Shop:
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Four new shoes, any style or shape, put
on for 99 cents.

4-16

J. E. DAVIS.

Wheeler & Wilson ffla o iM ii Co.
1312 Chestnut St.,
P h ila d e lp h ia , P a .

FOR SALE BY

G. W. Yost, Collegeville.
orristow n h e r a l d book

N BINDERY. Binding, Job Ruling,
Perforating, Paging, Numbering, Blank
Books for Banks and Business Houses, given
special attention. Magazines bound and and
repairing done quickly and cheaply. Esti
mates cheerfully furnished. Address,
MORGAN K. WILLS. Proprietor

I f you have anythino to

sell, advertise it in the Independent.

